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ABSTRACT

Although the conflict formerly known as the “war on terror” is now in its eighth year, key legal issues governing the use of force and military detention remain largely unresolved. These questions survive the Bush administration, as the United States continues to launch aerial strikes against al Qaeda and President Obama has indicated his intention to continue the use of preventative detention and military trials even after Guantánamo is closed. Military victory is not possible, but good faith application of authority from the law of war can effectively complement traditional criminal law in combating the threat. Even if the Geneva Conventions do not formally apply to this conflict, there is a large body of customary international law, including many Geneva rules, that should. If the war is limited to those adversaries authorized by Congress, and the opposition is validly classified under the law of war, the military (but not the CIA) can legally target members of al Qaeda and detain them without requiring a criminal trial. But the conditions of that detention and any trials that are held must meet international standards, which they currently do not. Good faith application of law of war rules also offers better protections for civil liberties than other proposed solutions, such as national security courts, which offer less due process than regular federal trials. Such measures start down a slippery slope of compromising legal standards on the basis of expediency that can be avoided through the faithful application of existing international law.
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For winning friendships, of which for many reasons nations as well as individuals have need, a reputation for having undertaken war not rashly nor unjustly, and of having waged it in a manner above reproach, is exceedingly efficacious. No one readily allies himself with those in whom he believes that there is only a slight regard for law, for the right, and for good faith.

- Hugo Grotius, 1625

INTRODUCTION

Although more than eight years have elapsed since the September 11, 2001 attacks (9/11) precipitated the so-called “war on terror,” core legal issues concerning the conduct of America’s response remain unresolved. Immediately following 9/11, the Bush administration perceived the need for extraordinary measures to protect the nation, evidenced by its adoption of the “war” nomenclature and the extensive roles assigned to the military in combating, detaining, and interrogating suspected terrorists. But these measures were largely divorced from legal rules governing their application; administration lawyers saw the law of war as a relic unsuited to the post-9/11 challenge and crafted narrow interpretations in an effort to avoid its constraints. Their opinions allowed the government to function in something close to a law-free zone while exercising substantial executive power.

This approach met with strident criticism. Many critics called for strict conformance to existing law, particularly the 1949 Geneva Conventions, while some questioned whether the fight against terrorism could be a war at all. Predictably, these disputes carried

over into the courts. A host of cases have been litigated, including five already decided by the Supreme Court, yet basic questions still lack definitive answers. If this is actually a “war,” what international law provisions apply? Who can be killed or captured? How long can those captured be held, and under what conditions? How may prisoners be interrogated? Can detainees be criminally tried? If so, by what courts and on what charges?

The Supreme Court’s decisions have actually confused, rather than clarified, these issues. In 2004, for example, Justice O’Connor’s plurality opinion in _Hamdi v. Rumsfeld_ held that detention of enemy fighters was a “fundamental incident” of waging the conflict Congress sanctioned in the September 2001 Authorization for the Use of Military Force (AUMF). Although not explicitly stated in the opinion, the authority discussed is logically sourced in the law of war governing international armed conflict. Two years later in _Hamdan v. Rumsfeld_, however, Justice Stevens’s plurality opinion seemed to hold that the conflict is “non-international,” governed by Common Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions. But the law of war provides no authority for detention in noninternational conflicts; it must be provided by domestic law, and no U.S. law addresses this issue or could logically govern extraterritorial conduct in this realm. And in its 2008 _Boumediene v. Bush_ decision, the Court held that Guantánamo detainees had a constitutional right to habeas corpus review but gave little guidance as to the substantive law to be applied in judging their cases on the merits.

---

8. 542 U.S. at 518-19.
9. Id. at 518-21.
12. 128 S. Ct. at 2274-77.
The need to resolve these questions did not end with the Bush administration. President Obama has pointedly distanced himself from some of his predecessor’s more controversial positions, including a move toward abandoning the “war on terror” terminology,13 committing to close Guantánamo,14 and backing away from the overbroad categorization of adversaries as “enemy combatants.”15 But Obama has indicated that he intends to preventively detain some suspected terrorists16 and continues relying on legal authority sourced in the law of war, conducting missile strikes against suspected militants sheltering in Pakistan’s remote tribal regions, and announcing plans to resume military commission trials.17

This Article endeavors to address this void by critically assessing what rules should govern a “war” against al Qaeda conducted in accordance with international law. It will show that, properly applied, the law of war can play a key role in dealing with the al Qaeda threat. The widespread view that 9/11 constituted an actual armed attack offered the opportunity to go beyond the one-time strikes that followed previous terrorist bombings.18 Unlike the metaphorical wars against crime or drugs, or the stillborn “war on illiteracy,”19 key international organizations and Congress endorsed

---

legal application of the armed conflict paradigm. This can be a real war.

For a short time it might have even been just a war. It might have been “won” if al Qaeda’s leadership had been killed or captured before escaping into Pakistan’s tribal regions. But even then military force may have been inadequate. Terrorist cells embedded in western nations, for example, can only be countered through intelligence and law enforcement activity, not warfare. In any event, by early 2002 the primary threat was geographically dispersed into nonhostile states that are not legitimate battlefields, and a “war on terror” could not be won by force of arms alone. International cooperation is now a key requirement, and “war” at most can only be one component of a larger legal and political effort. Nevertheless, authority can be drawn from the law of war for direct military action, preventive detention, and even military trials as adjuncts to regular criminal procedure in ways that could assist in achieving legitimate national security objectives while maintaining international public support.

In fairness to the Bush administration, some law of war provisions, including the full 1949 Geneva Conventions, may be

---


22. See JONES & LIBICKI, supra note 2, at 103-08, 122-23.

23. See infra Part IV.B.


25. See infra Parts IV and V.

inapplicable to fighting a nonstate actor like al Qaeda.\textsuperscript{27} But this is a far cry from holding that no legal rules govern. There are many other treaties and a large body of customary law that provided the basis for thousands of war crimes trials following World War II.\textsuperscript{28} The Martens Clause, first incorporated in the 1899 Hague Land Warfare Regulations, explicitly addresses gaps in law of war treaty coverage:

\begin{quote}
Pending the preparation of a more complete code of the laws of war, the high contracting parties deem it opportune to state that, in cases not provided for in the rules adopted by them, the inhabitants and the belligerents shall remain under the protection of and subject to the principles of the law of nations, as established by the usages prevailing among civilized nations, by the laws of humanity, and by the demands of public conscience.\textsuperscript{29}
\end{quote}

In other words, customary international law and other accepted norms govern when there are treaty gaps.\textsuperscript{30} The law of war takes precedence over conflicting general rules as a \textit{lex specialis} during armed conflict, but international human rights law remains applicable, governing when there are lacunae in law of war coverage.\textsuperscript{31} So even if government lawyers correctly identified gaps in Geneva Convention applicability, this should have been only the beginning of their work. Legal compliance is an important element in securing necessary international cooperation in the fight against terrorists. To succeed, the United States must be seen as a just party battling

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{28} See generally Yoram Dinstein, \textit{The Conduct of Hostilities Under the Law of International Armed Conflict} 6-12 (2004).
\textsuperscript{29} This is the effective 1907 language, differing only slightly from the original 1899 version. Second Hague Peace Conference Convention Regarding the Laws of and Customs of Land Warfare, Oct. 18, 1907, pmbl., 36 Stat. 2277, 3 Martens (3d) 461, \textit{reprinted in} 2 Am. J. Int'l L. 90, 91-92 (Supp. 1908) [hereinafter Hague Regulations].
\textsuperscript{30} See Leslie C. Green, \textit{The Contemporary Law of Armed Conflict} 34 (2d ed. 2000).
\textsuperscript{31} Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, 1996 I.C.J. 226, 240 (July 8).
\end{footnotes}
an unprincipled enemy, as President Bush implicitly recognized when promising to provide a clear choice “between good and evil.”

Unfortunately, it has not worked out that way. The world stood with the United States after 9/11. Today global revulsion over conditions at Guantánamo, harsh interrogation techniques sometimes constituting actual torture, and substandard military trials have impaired support for the U.S. fight against al Qaeda—not to mention the political costs of the invasion of Iraq, although legally the invasion is a separate conflict. The damage is not confined to counterterrorism. As Joseph Nye has articulated, the ability to positively influence global events is composed of “soft power”—which includes moral influence—as much as military force; and in alienating much of the world, U.S. conduct has seriously compromised this authority.

The challenge of successfully combating al Qaeda calls for the accurate identification of applicable law and the synergistic employment of rules from the crime and war paradigms to best advantage. This Article will argue that good faith application of the law of war ultimately provides better protection for both security and civil liberties and greater prospects of maintaining public support, than either continuing to operate within legal loopholes or creating a new hybrid legal regime. Proposed measures, such as special preventive detention and national security courts, start down a slippery slope of compromising established legal standards on the basis of expediency. Further curtailment of civil liberties may

32. See Peter Bergen & Lawrence Footer, Defeating the Attempted Global Jihadist Insurgency: Forty Steps for the Next President To Pursue Against Al Qaeda, Like-Minded Groups, Unhelpful State Actors, and Radicalized Sympathizers, 618 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 232, 243 (2008).
seem unlikely today, but it was wholly unthinkable eight years ago that torture would be approved by our highest leaders. So we should be loathe to undertake any further departure from existing legal standards. The law of war provides a defined set of substantive rules that can act as a check on government abuses, backed by the possibility of criminal prosecutions for their violation.

Part I provides foundational analysis, reviewing the threat and evaluating three existing legal regimes that have been proposed to combat terrorism—traditional law enforcement, piracy, and war—and concludes that no one regime can adequately meet the full challenge. Part II then considers how a “war” employed as a partial answer would be legally defined. Part III analyzes the recognized legal classifications that can be assigned to al Qaeda fighters, combatant and civilian, and the contested issue of whether “unlawful combatant” is a valid law of war categorization. Agreement on classification is a critical prerequisite for law of war compliance, determining in large part who can be killed, detained, and tried and under what conditions. Part IV examines jus in bello (the law governing conduct of hostilities) considerations, including how these rules might be applied to advantage the United States. Finally, Part V considers how selected measures could be implemented in the near term. Because Congress has authorized the use of military force, the President has the necessary authority to act in accordance with established law. Future terrorist attacks on the United States are highly likely. If a sound legal foundation for responding to them is not laid now, the foreseeable result will be more government overreactions, compounding the harm already done to civil liberties, national security, and America’s global reputation.

I. THE CHALLENGE

It has become de rigueur to assert that “9/11 changed everything.” This view typically assumes that it was the magni-
tude of the attacks per se that required a military response. 41 But law enforcement has successfully responded to threats ranging from the rogue individual who destroyed the Oklahoma City Federal Building to the first terrorist use of an actual weapon of mass destruction—the nerve gas attacks by Japan’s Aum Shinrikyo cult. 42 What really distinguished 9/11 was that it demanded that the United States finally undertake decisive measures against al Qaeda, and the size and location of al Qaeda dictated that a substantial military effort was required. 43 The number of fighters trained in al Qaeda’s Afghan camps has been measured in the tens of thousands. 44 Even if most of these were fighters trained for other causes, al Qaeda likely had several thousand fighters of its own. 45 And in the fall of 2001, just getting to the camps required combating the Taliban, which harbored al Qaeda in exchange for training and financial support, 46 making it perhaps the world’s only “terrorism sponsored state.” 47

The problem goes beyond apprehension. Criminal law requires the government to promptly present evidence to a judicial official to justify an arrest, subsequent detention, and charges. 48 When dealing with a remote and secretive adversary such as al Qaeda, however, it may be impossible to present evidence in accordance with the standards and timeliness requirements of ordinary

---

44. The International Institute for Strategic Studies estimates al Qaeda trained more than 20,000 fighters between 1996 and 2001. Int’l Inst. for Strategic Stud., Al-Qaeda One Year On, STRATEGIC COMMENTS, Sept. 2002, available at http://www.iiss.org/EasysiteWeb/getresource.axd?AssetID=514&type=full&servicetype=Attachment; see also MAyer, supra note 4, at 73 (quoting a Rand official’s estimate that the camps trained more than 70,000 with approximately 10 percent receiving advanced terrorism training).
46. See, e.g., 9/11 Commission Staff, Overview of the Enemy, in UNDERSTANDING THE WAR ON TERROR 38, 43-44 (James F. Hoge Jr. & Gideon Rose eds., 2005).
47. Glazier, supra note 27, at 78.
criminal procedure rules. Individuals may be captured under circumstances implying affiliation with a hostile organization but without sufficient evidence to support an actual criminal prosecution, while the practical need to conduct timely interrogation for tactical intelligence purposes argues against the provision of Miranda warnings and any right to unilaterally curtail questioning. Military forces unschooled in evidence collection and chain of custody requirements may capture suspected terrorists under operational conditions precluding “crime-scene” discipline. Physical evidence will likely require evaluation for intelligence value before turn over to law enforcement personnel. Some evidence, such as electronic intercepts or informers, may be legitimately classified to protect the means of collection, complicating use in open trials. Despite these potential difficulties, criminal prosecution of suspected terrorists offers a number of advantages, including broad international public support, and it merits serious consideration whenever it might be possible. But the challenges just identified also suggest the importance of exploring legal alternatives, and so the following sections will examine in turn criminal prosecution, the potential of applying the piracy paradigm to terrorism, and application of the law of war to combating al Qaeda.

A. Terrorism Under Criminal Law

There is an indisputable legal basis for treating terrorists as criminals. Thirteen global treaties, dating back to 1963, address specific terrorist acts, suppression of financing, and the nuclear terror threat. These accords typically call upon parties to criminalize specified conduct under national law and create a “no safe haven” rule, requiring any state finding an offender within its jurisdiction to prosecute or extradite them. Many of these treaties


implicitly authorize universal jurisdiction for terrorist offenses. The 1973 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes Against Internationally Protected Persons, for example, provides that “[e]ach State Party shall likewise take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over these crimes in cases where the alleged offender is present in its territory and it does not extradite him.”\textsuperscript{52} The no safe haven principle was reiterated in a post-9/11 Security Council resolution\textsuperscript{53} and the subsequent Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy adopted by the General Assembly.\textsuperscript{54} Taken together, these accords combine to create a legal obligation for nations to cooperate by responding to terrorism within the criminal law paradigm.

Federal, and in many cases state, criminal law provides significant authority to prosecute terrorists. First, any act of violence committed within the United States should constitute a violation of ordinary criminal law, such as prohibitions against murder or assault. This subject matter jurisdiction includes the ability to prosecute would-be perpetrators under the full spectrum of inchoate offenses recognized by the American legal system including solicitation, conspiracy, and attempts.\textsuperscript{55} Similarly, terrorist acts committed on U.S. registered ships and aircraft and at American facilities abroad likely fall within the set of federal crimes proscribed when committed within the “special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States.”\textsuperscript{56}

These general offenses are now supplemented by a number of specific federal law provisions such as the criminalization of aircraft piracy.\textsuperscript{57} Other federal statutes dealing specifically with terrorism are found in Chapter 113B of Title 18,\textsuperscript{58} such as prohibitions on


acquiring missile systems intended to destroy aircraft or radiological dispersal devices. This chapter also includes two different schemes for prosecuting the provision of material support to terrorism. Section 2332d criminalizes dealings with governments designated as supporters of international terrorism under the International Export Administration Act of 1979, whereas § 2339A and § 2339B deal with provision of support to terrorists and terrorist organizations respectively. Providing material support to a government that supports terrorism may also violate the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA). John Walker Lindh, “the American Taliban,” was prosecuted under both IEEPA for supporting the Taliban and 18 U.S.C. § 2339B for supporting al Qaeda.

The robust scope of applicable laws is reflected in a 2006 study finding that suspected terrorists had been prosecuted for 104 different criminal offenses. Scores of alleged terrorists have been successfully prosecuted while proponents of alternate schemes overstate some of the concerns about federal courts. Postulated difficulties applying Fourth Amendment search and seizure provisions on the battlefield, for example, should have little impact given that courts hold those protections generally inapplicable outside the United States. Experienced prosecutors also believe most legitimate concerns about classified information disclosure should be addressed by the Classified Information Protection Act (CIPA) provisions.

59. Id. § 2332g.
60. Id. § 2332h.
61. Id. § 2332d.
64. Id. § 2332B.
A key advantage of civilian criminal trials is the sense of legitimacy they confer on U.S. treatment of terrorists and the resulting facilitation of international cooperation. Some nations take issue with American use of capital punishment, but virtually all would agree that U.S. trials comply with human rights accords such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). The fact that more than 100 nations have extradition treaties with the United States represents a significant vote of confidence. And since terrorism-related treaties generally contain explicit authorization for transfers between countries lacking a dedicated extradition agreement, the United States theoretically can get custody of terrorists from almost any nation when willing to act within the bounds of criminal law.

Nevertheless, criminal prosecution cannot always provide extended incapacitation of those affiliated with terrorism. Fundamentally, criminal law imposes punishment upon offenders for completed unlawful conduct, requiring more than mere dangerousness or evil intentions to establish liability to detention. Reflecting the law’s retributive component, sentence length is tied to the severity of the offense committed. Criminal law thus has difficulty providing the basis for prolonged preventive detention of persons who may desire to commit terrorist acts but who have not yet engaged in substantive wrongdoing at the time of their capture.

A second challenge, particularly in the post-9/11 environment, is obtaining the requisite admissible evidence to support credible convictions. In the first two Guantánamo military commission cases completed, those of David Hicks and Salim Hamdan, the government’s evidence consisted primarily of inculpatory statements made by the accused in custody. Given detainee treatment that included

---


74. See, e.g., Convention on Internationally Protected Persons, supra note 52.


76. Evidence against Hicks is discussed in his plea colloquy. Transcript of Record at 117-
the use of highly coercive interrogation practices and prolonged isolation, any such statements are likely to be inadmissible as involuntary under federal criminal procedure standards. In the seminal voluntariness case, *Bram v. United States*, merely removing the suspect’s clothes—tame treatment compared to many Guantánamo interrogations—was sufficient to bar admission of his subsequent statement. In January 2009, the military commission convening authority, Susan Crawford, revealed that she had refused to approve criminal charges against the alleged twentieth 9/11 hijacker, Mohammed al Qahtani, because he had been subjected to treatment amounting to torture in U.S. custody. Trying leading al Qaeda figures like Khalid Sheikh Mohammad, who was reportedly subjected to repetitive waterboarding and serious threats made against his family members, could place a federal judge in a real dilemma. If such a case relied primarily on statements made by detainees in custody, following the letter of U.S. law would likely require a directed verdict of acquittal for lack of admissible evidence. But judges would be seriously pressured to give juries the chance to convict, incentivizing departures from criminal procedure standards and rules of evidence. If such pressures prevailed, the result could be long-term damage to the American legal system, unlikely to be cabined to terrorist trials.


77. See, e.g., Spano v. New York, 360 U.S. 315 (1959) (holding that Petitioner’s will was overborne by official pressure, fatigue, and sympathy falsely aroused; his confession was not voluntary and its admission into evidence violated the Due Process Clause); *Bram v. United States*, 168 U.S. 532 (1897) (holding that a statement by the accused to a police officer that evidently was not voluntary was inadmissible).


79. 168 U.S. at 561-66.


Federal trials are thus a credible option only for those detainees who have engaged in actual serious criminal conduct and who can be convicted without using statements made under coercive interrogation. When practicable, however, regular civilian trials will enjoy the greatest legitimacy and best facilitate international cooperation in the fight against al Qaeda and therefore should be the preferred option.

B. Terrorism as Piracy?

Some commentators have advocated past treatment of pirates as a general model for dealing with contemporary terrorists. This idea has appeal given some common characteristics of pirates and terrorists. But proponents generally misunderstand the actual law involved and fail to recognize that it ultimately invokes the requirement for traditional criminal law employment.

Pirates, like al Qaeda, are fundamentally nonstate actors involved in criminal conduct, but are too powerful and geographically remote to be countered by traditional law enforcement. Historically, “wars” against pirates were largely the task of navies, sometimes augmented by land forces when dealing with pirate colonies or crews fleeing ashore to escape capture.

There are other parallels between the history of piracy and terrorism. Despite an oft-quoted Roman maxim that pirates are “common enemies of mankind [hostes humani generis],” the reality of piracy history was quite different through much of the post-Renaissance era, if it was ever true. Between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, states made substantial use of private armed vessels, frequently, but far from always, legally cloaked as “privateers” authorized to make captures on the high seas by government commissions known as “letter[s] of marque and reprisal.” Nations generally asserted the legitimacy of their own sea warriors while

84. See generally Peter Earle, The Pirate Wars (2003).
86. See id. at 91-94.
87. See Earle, supra note 84, at 21-23, 89-100, 211.
branding their adversaries as pirates; a label that the Spaniards attached to British hero Sir Francis Drake and that the British attached to America’s naval icon John Paul Jones. Even outright pirates often enjoyed informal support from political figures. The infamous Atlantic pirate Edward Teach, better known as Blackbeard, reportedly purchased the favor of North Carolina’s colonial governor and chief justice. Teach was only taken when the governor of neighboring Virginia exceeded his legal authority and dispatched an expedition into Carolina waters. After he fought to the death rather than surrender, Teach’s head was brought back to Virginia for public display as a deterrent to other pirates.

Proponents of treating terrorists as pirates inevitably focus on the violent component of these efforts, implicitly wishing to see bin Laden treated like Blackbeard. John Yoo, for example, has said:

Why is it so hard for people to understand that there is a category of behavior not covered by the legal system? ... What were pirates? ... What were slave traders? Historically, there were people so bad that they were not given protection of the laws. There were no specific provisions for their trial, or imprisonment.

Some indirect historical support can be found for these views. Several sixteenth-century texts use language facially characterizing pirates as outlaws, for example, and some modern authors have pointed to a passage from a 1762 law dictionary as support for their summary killing: “A Piracy attempted on the Ocean, if the Pirates are overcome, the Takers may immediately inflict a Punishment by hanging them up at the Main-yard End; though this is understood

89. EARLE, supra note 84, at 22.
90. SAMUEL ELIOT MORISON, JOHN PAUL JONES: A SAILOR’S BIOGRAPHY 214-18 (1959). Jones, however, was actually a commissioned U.S. Navy officer and not a privateer.
91. See, e.g., EARLE, supra note 84, at 114-15.
93. Id. at 43-44.
94. Id. at 44-46.
96. See RUBIN, supra note 85, at 28-41.
where no legal judgement may be obtained." A critical distinction, however, is that this authority applied only to the exceptional case of a civilian merchant vessel that managed to defeat an attack on itself but could not safely detain captured pirates. It was a very limited authorization based on strict necessity, inapplicable to those pursuing pirates under governmental authority. The 1695 pirate-hunting commission awarded to Captain William Kidd, who ironically crossed the line and was hanged as a pirate himself, is instructive in this regard:

[We] do hereby give and grant unto you the said captain William Kidd ... full power and authority to apprehend, stop, and take into your custody ... all such pirates ... which you shall meet .... And if they will not submit without fighting, then you are by force to compel them to yield. And we do also require you to bring, or cause to be brought such pirates ... as you shall seize, to a legal trial; to the end they may be proceeded against according to law.

The law was quite clear. Accused pirates and necessary witnesses had to be shipped back to Britain for trial in Admiralty court until 1700, when Parliament authorized their trials abroad before seven-member “commissions.” The statute provided explicit due process guidelines, requiring commissioners to swear an oath that they would “impartially try and adjudge the Prisoner” and that they had no personal interest in the case, requiring all testimony to be in the defendant’s presence, allowing cross-examination, and permitting the production of defense witnesses. A royal official dispatched to North America to brief colonial authorities on the implementation of local trials stressed these formal requirements and made it clear that under the law, any conviction as a pirate required either the testimony of two witnesses or the accused’s confession. American
readers will recognize this as the same heightened standard of proof enshrined in the U.S. Constitution for conviction of treason. This 300-year old law arguably provided accused pirates more rights than the Guantánamo military commission rules do.

In 1819, Congress adopted a terser statute than the British prototype, authorizing “public armed vessels” to seize “piratical” vessels and permitting the circuit courts to try those who have committed “the crime of piracy, as defined by the law of nations,” on the high seas, if they are “brought into or found in the United States.” An 1820 amendment added additional text but kept the basic provisions intact. The characterization of piracy in these statutes remains in the U.S. Code today. Other 1820 language criminalizing slave trafficking contradicts Yoo’s assertion that that offense was also outside the law. Indeed, the first modern international courts were created to deal with the disposition of slave traffickers’ assets while the slavers themselves were prosecuted under national laws. The due process accorded pirates is highlighted in the 1834 Boston trial of the last major Atlantic pirate, Captain Don Pedro Gibert of the slaver Panda, for robbing and attempting to burn the American ship Mexican in 1832 with its crew locked below decks. Gibert was tried with eleven of his crew; Supreme Court Justice

252, 255 (1957).
103. See U.S. CONST. art. III, § 3, cl. 1.
110. Earle, supra note 84, at 237-38.
Joseph Story presided in his role as a circuit judge. Because the original purpose of the Panda’s voyage was slave trading and not piracy, Story charged the jury that each defendant, other than the captain and mate, who were responsible for any criminal acts because of their command roles, must be proven to have actually participated in overt acts onboard the Mexican. Ultimately, the captain, mate, and five others were convicted; those acquitted included the cabin boy, found to be too young at fifteen to be culpable, and a slave cook, found to have had no free choice about participating.

Acts of terrorism, which are intended for political ends, cannot be directly prosecuted under piracy statutes, which require a private profit motive. Nevertheless, terrorism has enough in common with piracy, including the trend towards universal jurisdiction, that there is no obvious bar to patterning its legal treatment on that of piracy. That is, military force could be sanctioned as a lawful means to apprehend terrorists outside U.S. territory who would then be subject to regular criminal laws governing detention and trial. This approach was adopted in the U.S. expedition against Pancho Villa early in the twentieth century.

There are two practical difficulties that limit the overall utility of this approach. The first is that it implicates all the challenges to regular federal trials previously discussed, requiring a solid body of admissible evidence to justify pretrial confinement and to secure criminal convictions that will hold up on appeal. The U.S. Navy reportedly turned captured Somali pirates over to Kenya for prosecution in 2006 specifically to avoid having to undertake a federal trial. The Navy released a second group outright despite the pirates having fired upon U.S. personnel. In this case, the lack

112. See Judge Story's Charge—Conviction of the Pirates, BOSTON EVENING GAZETTE, reprinted in N.H. SENTINEL, Dec. 4, 1834, at 2.
113. See id. at 3-4.
of evidence satisfying required elements of the crime of piracy precluded foreign trial, although the United States potentially could have prosecuted them for assaulting federal officials.\textsuperscript{118}

The second overarching limitation is that enforcement of piracy laws is geographically constrained. By definition, the crime of piracy can be committed only in international waters,\textsuperscript{119} but, more critically, its enforcement is also so limited. Outside their own territorial waters, nations can generally only deal with pirates on “the high seas or [] any other place outside the jurisdiction of any State.”\textsuperscript{120} The U.S. Navy’s international law manual informs commanders that foreign territory is inviolable and that, within territorial waters, authority to apprehend and try pirates belongs exclusively to the coastal state.\textsuperscript{121} This limitation has been a real factor historically. Lacking legal authority to pursue pirates ashore, the British and American navies, for example, were unable to effectively suppress Cuba-based pirates in the early nineteenth century until Spain began to provide troops to round up those driven ashore by naval actions.\textsuperscript{122} Due to the lack of an effective national government in Somalia, the U.N. Security Council made a special exception with respect to that country in 2008, authorizing the pursuit of pirates into Somalian waters.\textsuperscript{123} But, absent the same level of international support, the territorial issue would be a particular show stopper to U.S. efforts to capture modern terrorists, who are virtually all land-based. Use of the military in foreign territory without explicit legal sanction from either the U.N. Security Council or the nation whose territory would be violated would constitute a hostile belligerent act.\textsuperscript{124} Indeed, a largely forgotten aspect of the Pancho Villa expedition is that it ultimately

\textsuperscript{118} Michael Bahar, \textit{Attaining Optimal Deterrence at Sea: A Legal and Strategic Theory for Naval Anti-Piracy Operations}, 40 \textit{VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L. L.} 1, 4 n.3, 17 (2007). The U.S. could have tried them for assault on a federal officer but elected not to do so.
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\textsuperscript{121} \textit{DEPT OF THE NAVY, THE COMMANDER’S HANDBOOK ON THE LAW OF NAVAL OPERATIONS} ch. 3, at 3-6 (2007).

\textsuperscript{122} EARLE, supra note 84, at 238-47.


Despite its romantic appeal, the piracy paradigm appears to be of limited legal advantage as a tool in the fight against terrorists. It does, however, highlight the fact that there is no obvious bar to criminal prosecution of persons that the military captures outside the United States in settings that the law of war does not explicitly regulate. That body of law places specific limits on the trial of those captured in an actual armed conflict in accordance with rules discussed in Parts III and IV.

\section*{C. Terrorism Under the Law of War}

The law of war does offer authority that can be employed to advantage in the fight against those terrorists whose activity rises to the level of an “armed conflict.” Most obviously, an “enemy” may be attacked with lethal force with no obligation to give prior warning.\footnote{126. See DINSTEIN, supra note 28, at 27.} Good faith offers of surrender must be accepted, but soldiers, unlike policemen, need not ask for surrender before shooting.\footnote{127. Id. at 145.} Provided noncombatants are not the direct object of attack, the enemy may be engaged even when likely to result in civilian casualties so long as they are not “disproportionate” to the military advantage to be gained.\footnote{128. Id. at 13, 119-20.} Invocation of this paradigm also authorizes a liberal preventative detention regime and the authority to subject adversaries violating law of war provisions to military trials. Detainees famously need give only “name, rank, and serial number,”\footnote{129. This is the popular formulation; date of birth is also included in the treaty. Geneva III, supra note 26, art. 17.} but there are no explicit limits on the length or subject of interrogation or any requirement for access to counsel as there would be with criminal detention.\footnote{130. See, e.g., U.K. MINISTRY OF DEF., THE MANUAL OF THE LAW OF ARMED CONFLICT § 8.34 (2004).}

Given the significant challenges posed applying criminal law to a geographically remote—and frequently fanatical—enemy like al
Qaeda, there is obvious advantage to at least selective law of war employment as tools in the fight. The real problem with the Bush administration’s approach was not the choice of the war paradigm, but rather treatment of war as a regime in which “the gloves came off” and legal constraints on U.S. action were ignored.

The idea that war frees a nation from legal constraints is far from new. Grotius observed almost four centuries ago: “That war is irreconcilable with all law is a view held not alone by the ignorant populace; expressions are often let slip by well-informed and thoughtful men which lend countenance to such a view. Nothing is more common than the assertion of antagonism between law and arms.”

But even the most cursory study of the law of war quickly reveals the fallacy of this view. Virtually every society that has left a written record has documented legal constraints on the conduct of hostilities. The law of war constitutes a major portion of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century international law treatises. The explosive growth of international law in the twentieth century, including the proliferation of multinational organizations and international courts, as well as the development of such new fields as international environmental and human rights law, relegated the law of war to relative obscurity. Today, it typically occupies just a single chapter in an international law text. This is ironic given the equally expansive development of the law of war during this same era but may explain why expertise on this subject seems so limited among policymakers.

131. MAYER, supra note 4, at 39-41 (describing the CIA’s initial leading role).
132. GROTIIUS, supra note 1, at 206.
133. See A. P. V. ROGERS, LAW ON THE BATTLEFIELD 1 (1996).
136. The ICRC’s website compiles 102 treaties and documents central to the development of international humanitarian law—which is also termed as the law of war. See ICRC, International Humanitarian Law—Treaties & Documents, http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/INTRO/OpenView (last visited Nov. 22, 2009). Eighty-eight of these treaties and documents date after 1900. Id.
1. Practical Roots of the Law of War

Most modern commentators view the law governing armed conflict as primarily humanitarian, assuming it is the product of lawyers and organizations such as the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Indeed, many academics and humanitarians use International Humanitarian Law (IHL) as a synonym for the law of war rather than in its traditional sense as a subset of that corpus juris. The reality is that the law of war reflects a great degree of pragmatism, striking a balance between humanitarian concerns and military necessity, and warriors contributed substantially to its formulation.

As early as the Revolutionary War, Americans assumed leading roles in law of war adherence and development, recognizing practical and political advantages from U.S. compliance. George Washington insisted on better treatment for captured British, and particularly Hessian, personnel than Americans received, both to incentivize surrender and to secure broad political support for the U.S. cause. Predating the Constitution, the 1785 Treaty of Amity and Commerce with Prussia incorporated rules for the treatment of prisoners that were far ahead of their time. Article 24 requires that prisoners:

[s]hall be placed in ... wholesome situations; [] they shall not be confined in dungeons, prison-ships, nor prisons, nor be put into irons, nor bound, nor otherwise restrained in the use of their limbs; that the officers shall be enlarged on their paroles within convenient districts, and have comfortable quarters, and the

---

140. Denstein, supra note 28, at 13, 16-20.
common men be disposed in cantonments, open and extensive enough for air and exercise, and lodged in barracks as roomy and good as are provided by the party in whose power they are for their own troops.  

The rest of the world took over a century to catch up. These rules are consistent with provisions of the Third Geneva Convention of 1949, considered to have achieved universal status with 194 state ratifications.  

U.S. military leaders were responsible for other law of war advances as well. General Winfield Scott realized the critical importance of Mexican acquiescence to the American presence in their country during the Mexican War. Measures he implemented to ensure the success of his mission were subsequently codified as the basis of what became the “laws of belligerent occupation.” The first effort to capture the customary law of war in a form suitable for guiding military conduct in the field was the “Lieber Code,” authored by Columbia professor Francis Lieber under sponsorship of the Army’s General in Chief, Henry Halleck. Issued to the Union Army under cover of General Order No. 100 in April 1863, this seminal effort formed the basis of the next half-century of law of war development, culminating in the Hague Land Warfare Regulations, which remain valid law today.  

Faithful adherence to international law regulating both the resort to and conduct of war remained a hallmark of U.S. policy through the twentieth century. Despite a few egregious violations such as My Lai, U.S. policy was to comply with formal law of war requirements during the Vietnam conflict even when it meant refraining from striking otherwise lawful targets or increasing the risk to U.S.
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146. Glazier, supra note 141, at 140.
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personnel. President George H. W. Bush sought explicit U.N. authorization for launching the first Gulf War, and law of war compliance was emphasized during all aspects of military operations. These measures were important elements in maintaining world public support for the war and the cohesion of the broad coalition of participating forces.

It is only post-9/11 that U.S. leaders have consciously advocated a policy seeking to narrow the scope of, or even except the United States from following, law of war provisions governing conduct of an armed conflict. Legal analyses and presidential declarations seeking to place the Taliban and al Qaeda outside law of war protections are unprecedented in U.S. history.

2. War as a Protector of Civil Liberties

Terrorist threats pose a fundamental dilemma for modern governments. The U.N. Secretary General’s High-level Panel on Threats, Challenges, and Change recognized the protection of innocent citizens as a core governmental responsibility. But practical difficulties in preventing and prosecuting terrorist acts have led some governments to accept departures from ordinary criminal procedure and fundamental rights. Examples include extended detention without charges or based on lower standards of evidence, “enhanced” interrogations, and special courts for trying...
terrorists. Russia is currently rolling back the recently renewed right to jury trials for suspected terrorists. Fundamentally, these policies are based on expediency rather than any principled grounds, raising the quandary of how these precedents are to be cabined if determined to be legal with respect to terrorists. The U.S. government has engaged in a metaphorical “war on drugs” for several decades, including limited use of military forces in support of law enforcement. What would prevent the President and Congress, acting together, from deciding that this threat now required warrantless offshore detention of suspected traffickers, exemption from Fifth Amendment protections, and trial by special tribunals offering less due process than Article III courts? This approach risks starting down a slippery slope in which established constitutional criminal procedure protections could be denied to an expanding set of groups deemed to pose special dangers to the public welfare.

A principle advantage of the war paradigm is that it is self-limiting. There are formal legal prerequisites under both domestic and international law for its lawful invocation. Domestically, the Framers were careful to divide the King’s war powers between the President and Congress. The President as Commander in Chief can direct the conduct of hostilities as “first general and first admiral” and can take immediate action to defend the United States. The President may well have the authority to conduct a limited strike justified as an urgent response to a terrorist attack, for example. But the power to commit the United States to an extended conflict, and to authorize incidental measures permitted by the law of war such as preventive detention, was entrusted to Congress, which has among its enumerated powers the power “[t]o declare War ... and to make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water.”

---

163. See id. at 568.
Formal declarations of war have been rare. Congress has enacted a total of eleven such declarations in just five wars: the War of 1812, the Mexican War (1846), the Spanish-American War (1898), World War I (1917) (WWI), and World War II (1941-42) (WWII). Many commentators think they are now a thing of the past. But Michael Ramsey persuasively argues that the Constitution’s use of “declare war” should be read to confer on Congress the power to authorize actions that create a state of war, not merely to issue a formalistic “proclamation.” Congress has specifically authorized recent conflicts through joint resolutions generally agreed as satisfying the constitutional requirement.

The Constitution imposes no explicit limits on when Congress can authorize war, but we would surely agree that it could not, say, declare a “war on illiteracy” authorizing the military to bomb poorly performing schools or shoot their teachers. Other constitutional provisions, such as the Fifth Amendment protection of life and property, presumably would bar the declaration of war against domestic entities, whereas political processes would check the most egregious abuses abroad. Decisions to go to war almost reflexively follow actual attacks like Pearl Harbor and 9/11, but there has been serious debate in “optional” cases such as the two Iraq wars. One hopes Congress ultimately would fail to authorize the expansive application of “war” as a legal regime to criminal organizations such as drug cartels or even terrorist groups lacking the robust military capacities of al Qaeda.

This does not mean that courts should be powerless to check excesses. Logically, the definition of war and the rules for its commencement found in international law should be considered to have been implicitly incorporated in the constitutional language.

---


168. See, e.g., Curtis A. Bradley & Jack L. Goldsmith, Congressional Authorization and the War on Terrorism, 118 Harv. L. Rev. 2047, 2057 (2005). The Congressional Research Service believes there are differences between a declaration of war and authorizations for use of force in their domestic law implications. See Elsea & Grimmett, supra note 165, at 28-29.
Resort to “war” thus should be limited by these legal constraints as well. While Part II.B. will conclude that wars can be fought against nonstate actors, they still are limited to politically motivated conflicts between defined armed groups.

After more than a century of substantial legal developments, international rules regulating the resort to war, or *jus ad bellum*, now impose significant constraints on the ability of states to embark in armed conflict. War was considered a lawful sovereign right of states until the early twentieth century, but that view is now obsolete. Parties to the 1928 Kellogg-Briand Pact agreed to “condemn recourse to war for the solution of international controversies, and renounce it as an instrument of national policy.” The Nuremberg Judgment, subsequently ratified by the United Nations General Assembly, affirmed that this made war “illegal in international law” and that those launching an aggressive war “commit[ ] a crime in so doing.” Today, Articles 2(3)-(4) and 51 of the 1945 United Nations Charter explicitly limit use of force to cases of self-defense. After the recent Iraq War, U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan assembled an international blue-ribbon panel to consider, inter alia, how literally Article 51, confirming the right of self-defense against an armed attack, was to be construed. Its report concluded that it preserved the previously extant right of self defense against imminent threats. It repudiated President Bush’s broader preemptive war doctrine, recognizing only the narrow right to respond to truly immediate threats outlined in correspondence between U.S. and British officials following the 1837 Caroline incident. As articulated by Daniel Webster, anticipatory use of
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force requires a “necessity of self-defence, instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation.”

Today, nations thus are entitled to invoke the law of war’s authority in self-defense only following an actual attack or the rare situation meeting the Caroline imminency requirements. These limitations highlight how the war paradigm can be more readily cabined than proposed alternatives. The U.N. Security Council specifically cited the United States’s right of self-defense after 9/11, and NATO determined that it constituted an armed attack on a member—the only one in the alliance’s sixty-year history. These organizations will not endorse a military response to less robust threats, providing a potential check on inappropriate resort to the war paradigm.

The war paradigm offers another unique advantage; abuse of the authority it provides may constitute war crimes prosecutable under domestic and international law. Even though there have been few U.S. war crimes prosecutions since WWII, this liability nevertheless can have an actual deterrent effect, evidenced by both the growing numbers of international prosecutions and the efforts of Bush administration lawyers to try to place U.S. actions outside the scope of law of war coverage.

Since the law of war might be applied in responding to the 9/11 perpetrators’ attack, the larger challenge is determining both what it permits and what constraints it should impose on U.S. conduct. The first step is to define the nature and scope of the conflict.

Contemporary International Law, 1 MISKOLC J. INT’L L. 104 (2004); see also infra note 199 and accompanying text.
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II. DEFINING AND CHARACTERIZING THE WAR

A. Defining the Conflict

Any serious effort to apply the law of war logically begins by identifying the parties involved because this law focuses on defining their rights and responsibilities. Only then can rational discussions occur about who can lawfully be subject to targeting, capture, detention, and military trial.

The precise identity of the opponents has frequently been clouded in the “war on terror.” President Bush termed the commencement of combat in Afghanistan as “part of our campaign against terrorism.” In March 2002, he spoke of fighting “terror networks of global reach.” By September of that year he had adopted the “war on terror” terminology and sought to incorporate Iraq within its ambit. The Bush administration subsequently endeavored to treat the legally distinct conflicts against Iraq and al Qaeda as a single “war.” The official White House website, for example, headlined presidential speeches on Iraq as “[discussions on the] Global War on Terror” and requests for supplemental appropriations for Afghanistan and Iraq were jointly requested for “the global war.”

Ultimately, of course, it is not the political rhetoric, but rather the legal definition of the conflict that matters. The “war on terror” nomenclature was simply nonsensical. Terrorism is a means of warfare, not a political entity against which a conflict can be contested. The Obama administration reportedly decided in March 2009 to use the vague euphemism “overseas contingency operations”
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instead of “war on terror,” but this phrase ultimately could be even worse, allowing essentially any extraterritorial military activity to be included in its ambit.

The Framers entrusted the authority to define the nation’s conflicts to Congress as the power to “declare war,” and Congress has defined the enemy in this conflict. The AUMF, enacted on September 18, 2001, limited the scope of the war to “those nations, organizations, or persons [who] ... planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001,” or harbored those who did. President Bush carefully stopped just short of claiming Iraq fell within the AUMF’s scope even though his administration wanted to link Saddam Hussein to 9/11 and obtained separate congressional authorization for the 2003 invasion. It is now well established that al Qaeda was the “organization” responsible for the 9/11 attacks while Afghanistan’s Taliban harbored them, making these two groups the legitimate adversaries. The “War Against al Qaeda and the Taliban” (WAQT) is thus a much more apt description of the conflict than the “war on terror.” The latter term was particularly disadvantageous because it allowed other nations to link their own, often heavy-handed, efforts to suppress indigenous resistance movements with the U.S. conflict, cloaking their actions with a claim of legitimacy, and implying an alliance in a common fight.

Faithful adherence to international law also results in a narrow definition of the conflict. Given the U.N. Charter’s strict restriction on the use of force to self-defense, conflict must be implicitly limited to fighting one’s attacker as well as any direct allies who take its side. International law thus should impose the same limits on the post-9/11 conflict as the AUMF does, limiting the adversaries to al Qaeda and the Taliban.
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B. War Against a Nonstate Actor?

Defining the conflict as the WAQT raises the question of whether a nation, the United States, can legally wage war against a nonstate actor, al Qaeda.\textsuperscript{194} Up through at least the middle of the eighteenth century the answer would seem to have been a fairly clear “no.” Emer de Vattel’s 1758 classic, \textit{The Law of Nations}, declared that “the sovereign power alone is possessed of authority to make war.”\textsuperscript{195} Five years later Jean Jacques Rousseau was equally explicit, declaring “each State can have only other States, and not men, as enemies since no true relationship can be established between things of different natures.”\textsuperscript{196} Nevertheless, the American colonials expected the law of war to apply to their conflict against Great Britain.\textsuperscript{197} The Supreme Court held the law of war applicable to hostilities between the self-proclaimed Venezuelan Republic and Spain in 1820 although the U.S. government had not recognized Venezuelan independence.\textsuperscript{198} The Caroline incident, which resulted in the establishment of modern rules concerning the right of self-defense, involved conflict between Britain and private citizens.\textsuperscript{199} And the United States made the seminal contribution to modern law of war development, the Lieber Code, in a civil war against an enemy that it denied had any legal status.\textsuperscript{200} Nevertheless, the Union employed belligerent measures taken from the international law of war in the conflict, including the blockade of Confederate ports, which it enforced against ships from all nations. These developments may not seem revolutionary given that most of these adversaries self-identified as nations and arguably could meet

\textsuperscript{194} It should not matter whether the Taliban was an actual state in 2001. If it was, there is no doubt as to its qualification as a conflict party; if it was not, the same logic applicable to al Qaeda should apply.
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statehood criteria, 201 but they reveal a clear trend toward recognition of nonstates as belligerents. 202

By the end of the nineteenth century, the United States had fought wars against Indian tribes and Philippine insurrectionists despite refusing them full sovereign recognition. 203 The latter conflict also made significant, albeit little known, contributions to law of war development, including war crimes trials under the theory of command responsibility. 204 The trend toward treating nonstate actors as conflict parties expanded in the twentieth century. By the 1970s, the U.N. General Assembly decided that “national liberation movements” were entitled to status as belligerents in international armed conflicts. 205 This concept was codified in the 1977 Additional Geneva Protocol I. 206 Although the United States is not a party to the Protocol, 168 other nations are, indicating its wide acceptance. 207

The evolution of the law of war to incorporate nonstate actors within the realm of belligerents is fully consistent with overall trends in international law. States were its only recognized subjects in the nineteenth century. But in the twentieth century, international law expanded to give formal legal status to intergovernmental organizations, regulate states’ treatment of their own nationals, and impose individual criminal liability for an expanding set of violations. 208 A nonstate group, particularly one controlling no actual territory, may not always be entitled to demand treatment as a belligerent, but nothing should prevent a state fighting against a

201. See, e.g., ANTHONY AUST, HANDBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 16 (2005) (identifying statehood criteria as "(a) a permanent population; (b) defined territory; (c) a government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations with other states").
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nonstate opponent from choosing to recognize their adversary as a belligerent and invoking the law of war in the conflict.\footnote{209}

\section*{C. Characterization of the Conflict}

Assuming that the United States can engage in a war against al Qaeda, it is necessary to characterize the conflict in terms that identify the set of law of war rules that apply. Traditionally, conflicts have been bifurcated as either “international” or “non-international.” The former were contested between nation states, whereas the latter term applied to conflicts between a government and internal opposition within its own territory, for example, a civil war. In the days when international law addressed only sovereign states, nations were on sound ground resisting the imposition of external regulation to these internal conflicts. Nations steadfastly reserved the right to treat internal opponents as common criminals to be dealt with strictly as a matter of domestic law.\footnote{210} As a result, international law has never defined opposition participants in these conflicts as “combatants” or “prisoners of war” and contains no authority for detention of captured fighters. This is left entirely to domestic law. The United States has taken two different tacks in past conflicts that international law would have allowed it to characterize as “noninternational,” choosing either to treat the adversaries under existing criminal law, as it did in the Whiskey Rebellion, or adopting international belligerency rules, as it ultimately did during the Civil War.\footnote{211} U.S. law thus contains no explicit provisions governing detention in noninternational conflict.

As international law expanded to provide more protections for noncombatants, humanitarians concluded that similar measures would be equally valuable in internal conflicts, and the ICRC sought to encourage steps in this direction in the early twentieth century.\footnote{212} It was only after World War II, however, when the Nuremberg judgment, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the 1948 Genocide Convention explicitly extended the reach of interna-
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tional law into internal state conduct, that significant headway was made in this realm. Common Article 2 (CA2) of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 facially limits the applicability of the full treaties to “armed conflict which may arise between two or more of the High Contracting Parties.” Although the ICRC wanted the conventions to apply to internal conflicts, the Diplomatic Conference compromised by drafting a stand-alone article providing a limited set of protections. The resulting Common Article 3 (CA3) applies only to “armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties.” Highly abbreviated compared to the full conventions, it gives several basic protections to those “taking no active part in the hostilities,” including fighters who have surrendered or otherwise been rendered “hors de combat” (for example, incapacitated by wounds or sickness). These include a generic requirement for “humane” treatment and express prohibitions against further violence, degrading treatment, or trials lacking fundamental judicial guarantees. These protections were further expanded and more specifically enumerated in the second Additional Geneva Protocol of 1977. President Reagan submitted this treaty for Senate approval in 1987, where U.S. action is still pending. It has been ratified by 164 other nations in the interim.
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The Supreme Court deferred decision about whether the full Conventions apply to Guantánamo detainees in its 2006 *Hamdan v. Rumsfeld* decision but held that, at minimum, CA3 would. The Court reasoned that conflict with the nonstate affiliated al Qaeda was literally “noninternational,” that is, not between nations. Although linguistically appealing, this ignores CA3’s explicit language requiring a qualifying conflict to occur within the territory of one state. The Court also ignored two basic considerations implicit in the logic for limiting the application of international law to internal conflicts. First, internal combatants violate a duty of loyalty to the state they are fighting. Second, they will get the procedural due process provided by the country’s domestic legal system when prosecuted as ordinary criminals. Today, protections accorded by national legal systems must comport with human rights mandates, most commonly the ICCPR, which has 162 state parties, including the United States.

The WAQT, however, is not confined to any single state, and only two detainees held during the conflict, Jose Padilla and Ali al-Marri, were captured on American soil. Since 9/11, the United States has used military force against al Qaeda at least in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Yemen, exercised belligerent rights of visit and search on the high seas, and detained and tried captured enemies in Guantánamo, Cuba. Al Qaeda’s membership also transcends nationality, described by one scholar as “an assemblage of Moslem fanatics from all parts of the world.” Few of these individuals
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could be said to owe any loyalty to the United States. The United States also denies the applicability of normal criminal procedure, holding detainees subject to military commissions deliberately chosen to avoid the formal due process protections of regular civilian courts, or even those of courts-martial. 234 The United States also asserts that ICCPR mandates do not extend beyond national boundaries, denying its applicability to Guantánamo. 235 Treating the WAQT as “noninternational” thus defies logic. Adopting this approach requires asserting that international law gives a nation the right to dispatch military force into the sovereign territory of another state, kill or capture members of a nonstate group who are not citizens of the capturing power, and remove them to territory under its control where it may detain and try them under whatever laws it chooses to enact for this purpose with essentially no greater legal obligation other than to treat them “humanely.” After more than a half-century of extensive development of both international humanitarian and international human rights law, it simply strains credibility to make such a claim.

Semantically, the most apt description for the conflict with al Qaeda would be a “transnational” conflict because the adversary consists of individuals of diverse nationalities while the conflict locus transcends national borders. This term has the additional advantage of implicitly highlighting that the full Geneva Conventions may not be expressly applicable under the language of CA2. Since the term “transnational conflict” is not yet legally recognized, there is no explicit international agreement on the specific rules that would govern. If the choice is between the rules governing “international” and “noninternational” conflict, then the former clearly seems the better alternative. Even if many law of war treaties might not facially apply to such a conflict, per the Martens Clause “the principles of the law of nations, as they result from the usages established among civilized peoples,” 236 for example, customary international law of war rules, should apply. It would be perverse to assert that international law had evolved to permit nonstate entities to be the subject of a war yet did not extend its
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rules regulating conflict to such a war, particularly given the law’s concurrent extension to both nonstate organizations and the protection of individual human rights. Regardless of how the WAQT is ultimately termed, the customary law of war as it has evolved from the Lieber Code through the present day should govern.

Although the Geneva Conventions may not apply to the WAQT as treaty law, their universal ratification may argue for finding that most convention provisions are now customary law. The ICRC completed an extensive study of customary law of war rules in 2005. Because of the Conventions’ wide ratification, the study focused on rules contained in less widely accepted accords. It did conclude, however, that “the great majority of the provisions of the Geneva Conventions, including Common Article 3, are considered to be part of customary international law.” Judges of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia have gone further, holding that the full texts of the 1949 Conventions are now fully incorporated into customary law.

Most of the 1977 Additional Geneva Protocols should also now have customary law status. The United States has refused to ratify Protocol I but considers many of its provisions to be customary law. For example, the Bush administration’s first State Department Legal Advisor, William H. Taft, IV, confirmed that the United States accepts the core protections contained in Protocol I’s Article 75 as customary law, a view shared almost universally by scholars. These views are shared by the ICRC study, which
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concluded that “the basic principles of Additional Protocol I have been very widely accepted, more widely than the ratification record ... would suggest.” Even if the application of the full scope of IHL to the WAQT is not mandatory, there should be no grounds for other nations to object to the United States electing to do so as long as it does so in a consistent manner. This has effectively been the approach adopted by the U.S. military for several decades, and the military has never encountered any international objection. The United States thus should be free to select appropriate measures from the full scope of permissible courses of action under the law of war but should also be subject to virtually all the constraints it imposes.

III. CLASSIFYING THE ENEMY IN THE “WAR ON TERROR”

The most controversial aspect of U.S. conduct in the “war on terror” to date has been the treatment of detainees. Drawing on arguably misconstrued precedent, until early 2009 the United States classified detainees as “enemy combatants”—a term Department of Defense officials coined in 2002, which lacks understood meaning under the law of war—and treated them as falling outside any recognized protective regime. In February 2002, President Bush accepted the Department of Justice’s view that neither al Qaeda nor the Taliban qualified for protection under the Geneva Conventions but ambiguously declared that:

Our values as a Nation ... call for us to treat detainees humanely, including those who are not legally entitled to such
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247. Most accounts cite Ex parte Quirin, 317 U.S. 1 (1942), as a conceptual foundation for the existence of “unlawful combatants” as a distinct category. See, e.g., Dinstein, supra note 28, at 30; see also Goldsmith, supra note 4, at 64-65, 133. For a critique of this view, see Gabor Rona, Enemy Combatants in the “War on Terror?": A Case Study of How Myopic Lawyering Makes Bad Law, ABA NAT’L SEC. L. REP., Mar. 2008, at 2, which argues that the application of Ex parte Quirin is mistaken.
treatment.... As a matter of policy, the United States Armed Forces shall continue to treat detainees humanely and, to the extent appropriate and consistent with military necessity, in a manner consistent with the principles of Geneva.  

Given the modern development of international humanitarian and human rights law, it is inconceivable that there are now any human beings not legally entitled to humane treatment. Yet the Bush administration sought to place these detainees in the law-free zone that John Yoo erroneously imagined was occupied by nineteenth century pirates and slave traders. Further, anyone remotely familiar with the law of war recognizes that military necessity is already incorporated into its provisions and can never justify departure from its rules. Probably the single most important step towards reestablishing compliance with the rule of law is to identify a recognized legal classification into which U.S. adversaries can be placed and to treat them in accordance with the rules governing that category.

International law indisputably recognizes two legal classifications for participants in armed conflict, combatants and civilians, while some commentators argue for the existence of unlawful combatants as a discreet third group. Credible lawyering requires careful analysis of the rules governing these categories and the practical ramifications of their selection.

250. Memorandum from President of the United States to Vice President et al., Humane Treatment of al Qaeda and Taliban Detainees (Feb. 7, 2002), available at http://www.pepc.us/archive/White_House/bush_memo_20020207_ed.pdf [hereinafter Bush Memo].
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255. DINSTEIN, supra note 28, at 33. There is an additional category, noncombatants, comprised of military personnel not authorized to participate in hostilities, such as medical and religious staffs. See, e.g., Lt. Jonathan G. Odom, Beyond Arm Bands and Arms Banned: Chaplains, Armed Conflict, and the Law, 49 NAVAL L. REV. 1, 2 (2002). Confusingly, some sources apply this term to anyone not a lawful belligerent, including all civilians. Noncombatants in the traditional meaning of military personnel who are not authorized to participate in combat have not been an issue in the WAQT and will not be discussed further.
A. Combatant Status Under the Law of War

Identifying persons legally entitled to participate in hostilities is a key element of the law of war.Francis Lieber first gained government attention by addressing guerillas and the classification of prisoners in a civil war. Provisions Lieber incorporated in his subsequent “Code” underwent further development in the unratified Brussels Declaration of 1874 and the first binding codification of rules governing combatant qualifications, adopted at the Hague in 1899. The Hague Regulations’ declare:

Article 1. The laws, rights, and duties of war apply not only to armies, but also to militia and volunteer corps fulfilling the following conditions:

1. To be commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates;
2. To have a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable at a distance;
3. To carry arms openly; and
4. To conduct their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war.

In countries where militia or volunteer corps constitute the army, or form part of it, they are included under the denomination “army.”

The key “right” accorded belligerents meeting these criteria is immunity from domestic prosecution for their conduct. As Yoram Dinstein explains:

At bottom, warfare by its very nature consists of a series of acts of violence (like homicide, assault, battery and arson) ordinarily penalized by the criminal codes of all countries. When a combat-
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ant, John Doe, holds a rifle, aims it at ... a soldier belonging to the enemy’s armed forces[,] with an intent to kill, pulls the trigger, and causes ... death, what we have is a premeditated homicide fitting the definition of murder in virtually all domestic penal codes. If, upon being captured by the enemy, John Doe is not prosecuted for murder, this is due to one reason only. [The law of war] provides John Doe with a legal shield, protecting him from trial and punishment.\(^\text{260}\)

This immunity, often called “the combatant’s privilege,”\(^\text{261}\) is more important than the standards of treatment mandated for a prisoner of war (POW), which seem to be the preoccupation of most commentators.\(^\text{262}\) Rules governing POW treatment would be of little practical value if captured belligerents could be criminally prosecuted for taking part in hostilities. Belligerent immunity, limiting combatants’ trials to actual violations of the law of war, is really the most fundamental benefit conferred by that law, and leads, as Ryan Goodman observes, to the fact that these individuals can generally be killed or detained in wartime but not tried.\(^\text{263}\) It is the threat of trial and actual criminal punishment, or even execution, that is the primary incentive for combatants to conform their conduct to the law of war, preserving their place within the category of persons who may only be detained without trial.

Many scholars, including Dinstein, view this domestic immunity as intertwined with POW status\(^\text{264}\)—a position arguably bolstered by provisions of Protocol I discussed later in this article.\(^\text{265}\) In 1929, the first Geneva POW convention explicitly adopted the Hague criteria for combatants as the formal standard for POW eligibility.\(^\text{266}\) But Geneva III’s Article 4 in 1949 expanded POW eligibility.\(^\text{267}\) Part A of that article lists six categories of persons entitled to POW
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status, but does not explicitly state that only four of these can ever be entitled to combatant status. The “combatant privilege” is thus logically separable from POW status. A combatant receives no immunity for law of war violations, however, only from domestic prosecutions. It has been clear from Lieber’s time that “[a] prisoner of war remains answerable for his crimes against the captor’s army or people, committed before he was captured, and for which he has not been punished by his own authorities.”

The immunities accorded the combatant under the law of war come with a substantial price. In exchange for the right to engage in violence, combatants are in turn subject to being killed or wounded at essentially any place and any time during an armed conflict from the time they enlist until they are separated from military service. If captured, they may be preventively detained for the duration of the conflict based solely on their membership in the enemy’s forces. Geneva III now requires combatants to carry an identification card that establishes their entitlement to POW status but also provides prima facie authority for their detention. Geneva III, Article 5 calls for a “competent tribunal” to determine status in cases of doubt about POW eligibility but provides no criteria for their composition or procedure.
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Al Qaeda is not a state and thus lacks an “army,” but it could be a “militia” or “volunteer corps,” which can have combatant status under Hague and Geneva rules. Testimony was given during Salim Hamdan’s 2008 military commission trial that al Qaeda had a unit composed of several thousand fighters, the 055 Brigade, who fought for the Taliban in camouflage uniforms.274 While al Qaeda fighters failing to wear uniforms or follow the law of war have no right to demand combatant status, nothing in the law would bar the United States from choosing to treat them as combatants.275

Unilaterally according al Qaeda members combatant status would have several advantages. First, there would be no question of the legality of military action to kill al Qaeda personnel without first attempting their capture. The United States has been killing al Qaeda members via airstrikes, missiles fired from remotely operated Predator drones, and traditional ground combat.276 Second, simply establishing a detainee’s status as an al Qaeda fighter would justify preventive detention for the duration of hostilities. It would not be necessary to link them with any hostile acts or even to demonstrate any specific individual intent to commit such acts. The government and its critics have said much about “battlefield” captures—the government generally asserts that detainees were captured on a battlefield and critics seek to refute these claims.277 But there is no formal provision in the law of war that requires any tie to a battlefield to justify preventive detention; it is the affiliation with opposition forces, not the locus of capture or personal conduct, which determines eligibility for detention. Indeed, Geneva III defines prisoners of war as persons “who have fallen into the power of the enemy,”278 not even requiring that they have been “captured” at all. Third, although combatants are protected from abuse and do not have to provide any information beyond basic identifying data,
there are no explicit legal limitations on the subject or duration of interrogations and no right to counsel during questioning.279 Fourth, al Qaeda members would be subject to military trial for any law of war violations they commit. A Geneva III provision that might now be customary law calls for combatant trials by “the same courts according to the same procedure as in the case of members of the ... Detaining Power.”280 This precludes use of the current military commissions, which are limited to aliens.281 But this Geneva provision does allow trial by courts-martial,282 which would merit greater international support than the current commissions, which are roundly criticized even by close allies.283 Despite the combatants’ immunity from ordinary domestic crimes, Article III courts also should be able to try them for War Crimes Act284 violations because these courts also have jurisdiction over U.S. service personnel.285 These advantages must be balanced against potential downsides to granting al Qaeda combatant status. Perhaps the most significant is political; letting al Qaeda fighters claim the mantle of “combatants” could facilitate their self-portrayal as warriors engaged in jihad against the West.286 Treating them as combatants also could legitimate attacks on valid military targets such as the Pentagon and the USS Cole.287 Al Qaeda’s means of attack employed to date, including the use of commercial airliners as weapons and the indiscriminate targeting of civilians, should still render most past attacks unlawful,288 but “combatant” classification opens the possibility that future strikes could be done lawfully. Although the United States could elect to accord al Qaeda combatant status, it might thus choose not to do so.
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B. Civilian Status Under the Law of War

Although initially counterintuitive, the other classification indisputably available is “civilian.” This seems illogical since civilians are protected persons under the law of war, and the goal of applying the war paradigm is to gain greater freedom of action against al Qaeda than criminal law provides, not to grant terrorists additional safeguards. But the “civilian” category is sufficiently broad that Protocol I’s Article 50 declares that anyone not meeting the legal criteria for combatant status is a civilian. Combatant status is determined with respect to individual conflicts, so even a uniformed service person can be considered a civilian if not an actual participant in the conflict. British military officers caught in Kuwait during Iraq’s 1990 invasion and U.N. peacekeepers thus have both been held legally to be civilians. Any doubt as to whether persons considered to be “unlawful combatants” could be civilians should be dispelled by the facial language of Geneva IV’s Article 5 which includes persons detained as “a spy or saboteur” within the ambit of “protected person[s]” and Article 68, which allows their trial for espionage, sabotage, or offenses “solely intended to harm the Occupying Power.”

Geneva IV gives belligerents significant flexibility to deal with civilians posing actual security threats. Historically, the law of war simply declared that civilians could not be the object of attack but provided few specific rules for their treatment. As a result there are comparatively few longstanding customary rules in this area. But since IHRL should be fully applicable in the absence of positive law of war rules constituting a *lex specialis*, states should find it advantageous to recognize most Geneva IV provisions as constituting customary law and thus applicable even when there are technical gaps in the treaty’s application. Otherwise civilians will logically be governed by more restrictive rules such as the ICCPR.

---
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which proclaims “[n]o one shall be deprived of his liberty except ... in accordance with such procedure as are established by law” and mandates an enforceable right to compensation for anyone wrongfully detained.297

Treating detainees as civilians governed by the basic principles of Geneva IV and Protocol I advances U.S. objectives in several ways. First, civilians have no right to participate in hostilities and thus get no immunity from domestic law.298 Any acts of violence they commit remain domestic crimes, subjecting them to stigmatization as common criminals and the indignity of ordinary courtroom prosecution.299 Second, like POWs, enemy civilians are subject to preventive internment if they pose a significant threat,300 that is, “if the security of the Detaining Power makes it absolutely necessary.”301 The physical conditions mandated for civilian internment are very much like those mandated for POWs. Unlike the one-time determination made at the beginning of combatant detention, however, Geneva IV’s Article 43 requires an initial threat determination and semiannual review “by an appropriate court or administrative board.”302 But there is no bar to holding a detainee who is periodically reassessed as a threat until the end of hostilities.303 Third, civilians who participate in hostilities are subject to attack while doing so. The Israeli Supreme Court held that “participating” should be interpreted fairly broadly even while upholding application of the law of war to fighting terrorists.304 This result makes logical sense in applying the law of war to a group like al Qaeda. Protocol I focused on the resistance figures who were “farmers by
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day and soldiers by night," such as the Viet Cong. The logic for limiting attacks to periods of actual participation in fighting is that it is difficult to distinguish between insurgents and innocent civilians when both are engaged in everyday activities and there is a risk of collateral harm to innocent persons during attacks in civilian settings. An additional consideration is that in an occupation setting, where military forces traditionally encountered resistance fighters, the military exercises governmental authority and could arrest individuals isolated from their units.

Al Qaeda is a full-time job for most personnel, so they may be “participating” in hostilities through a broader scope of activity than just heading to or from an attack. There is no principled reason why these persons, like actual military personnel, should not be subject to attack while planning or training for a combat operation. But, as Curtis Bradley notes, attempts to expand the definition of “participat[ing] in hostilities” will undoubtedly incur some international public opposition toward the United States as it has for Israel.

Like combatants, interned civilians should also be subject to interrogation outside traditional criminal procedure constraints. Geneva IV’s Article 31 bars “physical or moral coercion ... against protected persons, in particular to obtain information from them or from third parties.” There are no express limits on the duration or subject of questioning, however, providing a clear advantage over criminal law.

As previously noted, civilians participating in armed conflict enjoy no immunity from prosecution under domestic laws. Any killing they commit is a homicide and any destruction of property a
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criminal act. As offenses against regular domestic law, the proper venue for such trials is ordinary civilian courts. Although such acts have been punished by military tribunals in the past, these typically drew their authority either as martial law courts, such as those in border states during the U.S. Civil War, or as military government courts situated in occupied territory.\textsuperscript{314} Despite having the functional appearance of law of war tribunals, the law applied was formally “domestic.” Typically, this would be either an ad hoc code established for an occupied territory or the existing criminal code left in effect by military authorities.\textsuperscript{315}

Civilians can be tried for war crimes in some circumstances but generally must either be inciting or directing military personnel, or engaged in conduct with them, to be prosecuted under the law of war.\textsuperscript{316} Most legal scholars agree that persons not entitled to combatant status do not commit a war crime just by participating in hostilities,\textsuperscript{317} but rather that any acts of violence they commit are punishable as crimes under domestic law. When civilians can be tried for grave breaches of Geneva IV, that convention mandates legal protections at least equivalent to those provided POWs.\textsuperscript{318}

Treating al Qaeda personnel as civilians thus imposes more legal constraints on U.S. actions than according them combatant status would, including less authority to target such personnel and a higher burden to justify their detention. But it has the advantage of weakening their claims to be warriors and facilitates their stigmatization as criminals. It also allows their prosecution under the full scope of U.S. federal criminal law, including inchoate offenses, rather than the more limited set of acts constituting actual law of war violations.
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C. Unlawful Combatants

Despite universal agreement on the existence of the combatant and civilian categories, the U.S. approach has been to assert that al Qaeda and even Taliban fighters fall into a third group—unlawful combatants—which the U.S. holds lies outside existing legal protections. First, the Bush administration excluded al Qaeda from Geneva Convention coverage because they are nonstate actors. The Bush administration then categorized both Taliban and al Qaeda personnel as “unlawful combatants” by this apparent logic:

(1) they are fighters so they must be combatants, not civilians;
(2) they fail to satisfy two key criteria for lawful combatants:
   - lacking a “fixed distinctive emblem”; and,
   - not following “the laws of war”;
(3) therefore they must be unlawful combatants.321

Because “unlawful combatant,” like the term “enemy combatant” which the government has also employed, is not explicitly defined by the law of war, this reasoning endeavored to place members of these groups outside formal legal protections. They were thus effectively “extra-conventional persons.”322 The government considered them subject to detention for the duration of hostilities and triable for law of war violations by military commissions but contended that their treatment did not have to meet any specific legal standards.323

This logic might have been dispositive a century ago. Historic practice held irregulars to be subject to summary execution as recently as the nineteenth century. The French shot Spanish guerrillas during the Napoleonic Wars, for example.324 American General
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Winfield Scott established Councils of War in 1847 to deal with law of war violators more summarily than military commissions, which he also created, dealt with other offenses. He justified this on a greater power/lesser power argument, asserting the law of war allowed guerrillas’ summary execution so any process provided exceeded international requirements.

Even assuming these examples reflected the law at the time, however, they do not reflect the law as it stands today. The 1899 Hague Regulations declared that spies could no longer be executed without trial, and contemporary commentary asserts that this rule applies “in all other cases” as well. This principle was clearly evidenced by the 1902 British court-martial convictions of Lieutenant Harry H. “Breaker” Morant and several other members of the Bushveldt Carbineers for the summary killing of Boer guerrillas, rejecting defense arguments that such individuals fell outside the protections of the law of war. And a number of World War II era war crimes prosecutions held Axis personnel criminally liable for punishing alleged unlawful combatants without a valid trial. So it seems, by the start of the twentieth century, no one was subject to punishment for law of war violations without trial. Any residual doubt about whether individuals can remain outside formal legal protection is dispelled by the expansive proliferation of international humanitarian and human rights law in the latter half of the twentieth century.

The existence vel non of unlawful combatants as a discreet category is debated by experts today. Israel’s Yoram Dinstein is perhaps the leading proponent of unlawful combatants as a continuing separate classification. But other scholars as diverse as Britain’s A. P. V. Rogers, America’s Gabor Rona, the Congressional
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Research Service’s Jennifer Elsea, and current and former U.S. Army Judge Advocates Paul Kantwill and Sean Watts endorse the single combatant/civilian distinction. This view also finds support in both the language of Protocol I’s Article 50 and the commentary to Geneva IV, which declares:

Every person in enemy hands must have some status under international law: he is either a prisoner of war ... covered by the Third Convention, a civilian covered by the Fourth Convention, or [ ] a member of the medical personnel of the armed forces who is covered by the First Convention. There is no intermediate status; nobody in enemy hands can be outside the law.

Assuming that one purpose of applying the law of war is to foster public belief in the legitimacy of U.S. conduct and facilitate international cooperation in defeating al Qaeda, bullish reliance on a legal position fairly characterized as “colorable” at best seems like an extremely poor choice. But that is what the U.S. seems to have done over the objections of the State Department, which foresaw many of the practical and political ramifications that have resulted from placing detainees outside the law. The denial of any mandatory protections is particularly hard to justify given that Protocol I’s Article 75, widely regarded as declaratory of customary law, provides a minimum set of baseline protections that must now be applied to anyone not benefitting from a more favorable regime. Legitimate scholars arguing for the existence of “unlawful combatants” as a third category typically dispute the view that no specific legal protections apply and agree that Article 75 is fully applicable. Article 75 protections, which are more extensive than
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those of CA3, include requiring release from noncriminal detention “with the minimum delay possible” and a detailed set of fair trial standards.\textsuperscript{343} Even if the Bush administration was correct in identifying al Qaeda fighters as “unlawful combatants,” it was clearly mistaken in holding that they fall outside the law of war’s protective ambit.

\textbf{D. Unlawful Combatants as a Subset of Combatant Status}

Though the existence of unlawful combatants as a stand alone category is controversial, implicit support for a limited existence of this category as a \textit{subset} of the universally recognized combatant category can be found in the fourth paragraph of Protocol I’s Article 44.\textsuperscript{344} The first paragraph of the preceding Article 43 defines the “armed forces of a Party to a conflict” to include “all organized [ ] groups and units” under responsible command with an internal discipline system that includes enforcement of “compliance with the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict.”\textsuperscript{345} The next paragraph declares that these persons “have the right to participate directly in hostilities.”\textsuperscript{346} The first paragraph of Article 44 then states that “[a]ny combatant, as defined in Article 43, who falls into the power of an adverse Party shall be a prisoner of war.”\textsuperscript{347}

The third paragraph of Article 44 is one of the most controversial provisions of the entire Protocol, cited by the Reagan administration as a primary reason for not ratifying it.\textsuperscript{348} After noting combatants are obliged to distinguish themselves from civilians, it declares that “there are situations in armed conflicts where, owing to the nature of the hostilities an armed combatant cannot so distinguish himself.”\textsuperscript{349} It allows these fighters to retain combatant status so long as they carry their arms openly during precombat deployment and actual attacks.\textsuperscript{350} Finally, the fourth paragraph of Article 44 states that a combatant who is captured while failing to carry his arms
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openly in these circumstances “shall forfeit his right to be a prisoner of war, but he shall, nevertheless, be given protections equivalent in all respects to those accorded to prisoners of war by [Geneva III] and by this Protocol."\(^{351}\)

This seems nonsensical; persons forfeit the right to be POWs but get fully equivalent protections? At first reading, this appears to remove the incentive to comply with the rule requiring combatants to carry their arms openly. The answer to this conundrum lies in “the combatant’s privilege,” the immunity from domestic prosecution sourced in the Hague Regulations but frequently articulated as part of the right to be a POW.\(^{352}\) This is made clearer in the ICRC Commentary on Protocol I, which notes the majority view of the drafters is that “such a prisoner can be made subject to the provisions of the ordinary penal code of the Party to the conflict which has captured him.”\(^{353}\) The Protocol thus implies that there are “unlawful combatants” who still receive extensive legal protections but cannot cloak themselves with either the honorable “prisoner of war” nomenclature or combatant immunity. This approach of recognizing the existence of unlawful combatants as a subset of combatants reconciles the seemingly divergent views that unlawful combatants do exist on the one hand and that there are fundamentally only combatants and civilians on the other.

An “unlawful combatant” regime based on Protocol I’s Article 44 has attributes reflecting a mixture of those from the combatant and civilian regimes previously considered. First, members of this class are persons who would fall within the general category of combatants \textit{but for} the failure to adequately distinguish themselves during operations. They share the lawful combatant’s liability to attack on sight and would be subject to preventive detention for the duration of hostilities based simply on an initial showing that they were in fact fighters for the enemy. Any preventive detention would have to meet conditions specified by international law for prisoners of war, and detained individuals would be fully subject to the detaining power’s military law.\(^{354}\) The difference between “lawful” and “unlawful” combatants, however, is that, when it can be shown that
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fighters failed to distinguish themselves from the civilian population during attacks, they are stripped of combatant immunity and subject to ordinary criminal prosecution for any acts of violence they have committed, just like a civilian.\textsuperscript{355} They also remain liable for prosecution under the law of war for any war crimes committed, just like a combatant.\textsuperscript{356} Assuming that they had committed both war crimes and general acts of violence, the detaining power could exercise discretion as to which set of rules, civilian, military, or both, it would elect to prosecute them under if and when it decided to try them.\textsuperscript{357} But the detaining nation retains the right to exercise merely preventive detention as well.\textsuperscript{358}

This view is consistent with the treatment of the Nazi saboteurs at issue in \textit{Ex Parte Quirin} even though that case predated Protocol I by a quarter-century.\textsuperscript{359} The saboteurs were directly employed by the German military, transported to the United States in operational navy submarines, and issued at least partial uniforms to wear ashore so that they could claim POW status if captured upon landing.\textsuperscript{360} Had they continued to wear distinguishing clothing, they could have conducted acts of sabotage against military targets in the continental United States without fear of criminal prosecution; it was the effort to blend surreptitiously into the American civilian population that rendered them “unlawful combatants.”\textsuperscript{361}

By its terms, Protocol I’s Article 44 implies that the determination of unlawful combatancy is made on an individual basis. It makes sense that individuals belonging to a unit generally comporting with the law of war should forfeit their individual protection if they personally engage in hostilities while willfully failing to distinguish themselves from the civilian population. But the determination of lawful combatancy cannot be wholly individual. Even military-looking clothing can only be a “uniform” if it matches what the others in the organization wear. One fighter cannot buy a
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camouflage outfit from a military surplus store and thereby claim to be a lawful combatant.

Conversely, it logically goes too far to attempt a blanket determination for all the combatants of a political entity. Hitler launched the worst wars of aggression in history and directed some forces under his ultimate authority, such as the Einsatzgruppen, to commit crimes of virtually incomprehensible barbarity, but that did not undermine the legitimate combatant status of other German units. Although al Qaeda’s leaders are clearly responsible for a number of terrorist outrages, and those who have planned or participated in them might fairly be found to be unlawful combatants, this does not prove that everyone affiliated with that group should be categorized in the same manner. Much of the training provided in al Qaeda’s camps was oriented toward general military skills rather than terror. In addition to testimony about the 055 Brigade, images of Osama bin Laden acquired by CNN show him accompanied by figures in camouflage uniforms openly carrying assault rifles. Some units within al Qaeda could potentially qualify as lawful combatants, and President Bush’s determination denying the organization as a whole any privileged status was thus overbroad. Each individual’s status should be determined at the time of capture, even though as a practical matter most al Qaeda members would probably be found to be unlawful combatants.

The ability to classify most al Qaeda personnel with the pejorative designation “unlawful combatants” while obtaining targeting and detention flexibility by declaring the enemy to be combatants suggests that this classification offers real practical advantages over that of “civilian.” It does allow the adversary some opportunity to claim the “combatant” mantle, but it is more sullied than in the pure combatant formulation. Additionally, classification as “unlawful combatants” gives greater flexibility in choosing how to prosecute those detainees against whom a credible legal case can be
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assembled and overcomes the issues that have been identified as criticisms of the more simplistic “two-category” approach.366

The “unlawful combatant” approach has several less obvious, but potentially quite important, advantages. First, there are no express limits on combatant nationality. Anyone who elects to affiliate with the enemy’s forces is subject to targeting and detention, whereas the authority to detain civilians under Geneva IV is at least implicitly conditioned upon them being foreign nationals.367 U.S. courts have had no difficulty finding governmental authority to detain American citizens affiliating with the enemy to be combatants under the law of war in past conflicts.368 This is particularly relevant in the case of detainees with claims to American citizenship, like Jose Padilla, who was detained as a combatant for several years before ultimately being convicted in regular federal court, and Yasser Hamdi, who was eventually expatriated to Saudi Arabia.369 According the adversary combatant status also permits greater choice in the siting of detention facilities. Unlawful deportation of protected civilians from occupied territory constitutes a grave breach of Geneva IV and now might be a war crime under customary international law as well. So a detainee is transferred from the locus of capture to other countries under the civilian regime at some peril. Another minor advantage of the combatant designation is that it offers the linguistically superior prospect of having opposing combatants against whom to fight. It would be odd to fight a war in which the only adversaries were “civilians.”

A key advantage of the “unlawful combatant” classification is that granting detainees protections equivalent to the customary rules governing POWs would effectively silence much of the strident criticism of U.S. detainee treatment. And no nation could object to exercising the legally permissible approach of civilian trials given
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the international agreements calling for exactly that treatment for terrorists.371

The final decision about which classification to select in dealing with al Qaeda and the Taliban should be based upon careful assessment of the comparative merits. It need not be a one-size-fits-all selection. Ryan Goodman’s work shows that the option exists to classify al Qaeda fighters as combatants and detain them under the applicable rules for that category and concurrently detain others, who play only supporting roles but are nevertheless a danger to the United States, under the civilian paradigm.372 The real key is that good faith adherence to one or more of these models should be much more acceptable to world public opinion than current U.S. conduct and should increase the practical effectiveness of American efforts to combat al Qaeda and the Taliban. But the combatant paradigm, as supplemented by the provisions of Protocol I, seems likely to be the best choice for those whom it logically fits.

It is ironic that Protocol I, which the Reagan administration declined to ratify on the ostensible ground that it would legitimize terrorist activity, is actually of more use to the United States in combating terrorists than to its adversaries. This highlights the pragmatic roots of most law of war provisions, demonstrating that negotiating states have been careful to protect perceived national interests in the treaty process.

IV. JUS IN BELLO IN A WAR AGAINST AL QAEDA

The United States can only expect international cooperation in the WAQT if it complies with the jus in bello—the law governing the conduct of hostilities. Unfortunately, U.S. actions arguably have fallen short in a number of areas even as it sought to prosecute detainees for alleged violations.

A. Lawful Combatants and the Distinction Requirement

Although the U.S. military has played the most visible role in the WAQT, press accounts document substantial participation by CIA
personnel, including both agency employees and contractors. Much was made, for example, of the “heroism” of Johnny Spann, a CIA paramilitary killed in Afghanistan in November 2001. But as a civilian “dressed in jeans and a black fleece jacket,” he had no legal right to participate in the conflict at all and would have had no claim to immunity from prosecution under Afghan law. The CIA is also launching Hellfire missiles from Predator drones to kill al Qaeda leaders in locations where capture is impractical. Although targeting enemy military leadership is a legitimate act in wartime and not a prohibited assassination, the CIA role undermines the legality of these actions. Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon reported that the agency had to overcome significant internal reluctance before accepting the Predator mission, quoting director George Tenet’s statement that “[i]t would be a terrible mistake.” But did anyone consider that it would also be unlawful? Although the military has the same capability, the CIA was still performing these strikes under the Obama administration in mid-2009.

Letting U.S. Special Forces personnel conduct operations in Afghanistan in civilian clothes early in the conflict was equally problematic, at least for a state denying the full applicability of Protocol I. Leading government law of war expert W. Hays Parks asserted that efforts were always made at distinguishing combatants from the general population and that U.S. personnel wore “non-standard uniform[s]” rather than “civilian clothing.” But
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other accounts dispute this.\footnote{See, e.g., Carlotta Gall & Amy Waldman, Under Siege in Afghanistan, Aid Groups Say Their Effort is Being Criticized Unfairly, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 19, 2004, at N20; Amy Waldman, A Secured Kandahar is Now Safe Enough for Some Night Life, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 4, 2002, at A11.} Failure to faithfully comply with the letter and spirit of the law in these areas can only undermine international support and the credibility of any U.S. convictions of its adversaries for equivalent conduct. But if the United States accepts Protocol I as binding law, this could in fact be an example of a situation falling within the third paragraph of Article 44 when a combatant may be excused from wearing a uniform.\footnote{Protocol I, supra note 206, art. 44(3).} It seems likely that both Northern Alliance and accompanying U.S. troops carried arms openly,\footnote{See, e.g., Waldman, supra note 383.} and, if the U.S. failure to wear uniforms was not an attempt to hide among civilians but rather simply to blend in with the indigenous forces so that they could not be singled out for preferred targeting,\footnote{Parks, supra note 381, at 496-97.} then it could, in fact, have been lawful. Yet again, the United States would have to accept the provisions of Protocol I to which it has previously objected in order to have the right to engage in this conduct.

\textit{B. Location of Hostilities}

Although geographic constraints undermine the piracy paradigm’s useful application to the WAQT, the armed conflict approach is hardly a panacea in this regard. Wars traditionally are contested on the territory of the belligerents and the high seas, but as a nonstate actor al Qaeda has no territory. There is little dispute that the conflict can continue to be contested in Afghanistan. Logically, al Qaeda fighters also could be shot on New York City streets because that too is the territory of a party.\footnote{Although highly controversial among the government’s critics, there also should be no issue with detaining “enemies” found in the United States, or anywhere else for that matter, if coherently based on combatant status.} But what of other locales where al Qaeda and Taliban remnants can be found? International studies expert Tom Farer suggests that the United
States can seek acquiescence from the nation concerned or obtain U.N. Security Council authorization to use force in these cases.\textsuperscript{388} Once the Article 51 self-defense threshold is satisfied, however, as it was on 9/11, a nation has a closely circumscribed right to combat enemy forces sheltered in neutral territory if the neutral nation is unable or unwilling to terminate their presence.\textsuperscript{389} Although still controversial, and perhaps a political mistake given the opposition it unleashed, the Cambodian “incursion” during the Vietnam War was an exercise of this principle.\textsuperscript{390} This right is limited, however, to situations in which a neutral fails to prevent its territory from being used to a belligerent’s detriment. Pakistan has begun protesting U.S. operations within its borders,\textsuperscript{391} and the law is on its side while Pakistan is making efforts to suppress these militants themselves.\textsuperscript{392} Even in war, there are real limits on the lawful use of force,\textsuperscript{393} highlighting the importance of maintaining a climate in which international cooperation and reliance on law enforcement are given high priority wherever possible.

\section*{C. Detention Under the Law of War}

One of the most controversial aspects of U.S. conduct of the WAQT has been the detention of “enemy combatants” at the U.S. Naval Station at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. Two core legal issues are implicated: who is being held and the conditions of their detention.

\subsection*{1. The Legitimacy of Detaining Those Held at Guantánamo}

Although the law of war allows indefinite detention of hostile combatants and civilians posing a serious threat,\textsuperscript{394} there is significant reason for doubt about whether many of those held at
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Guantánamo ever fell into either of these groups. First, the definition of “enemy combatant” that the government has previously employed is both imprecise and substantially overbroad, including an assertion that persons can be placed in this category for merely “supporting” al Qaeda. For the first several years after 9/11, enemy combatant apparently was defined on a case by case basis; at one point, a Justice Department official went so far as to inform a federal court that it would include “a little old lady in Switzerland who writes checks” to an al Qaeda front organization, even if she believed it was a legitimate charity. The MCA formalized the definition in 2006 but still included any person “who has purposefully and materially supported hostilities against the United States or its co-belligerents who is not a lawful ... combatant.” The law of war does permit the detention of persons supporting military operations similar to combatants, but this is constrained to those providing actual physical support to the war effort, such as merchant marine crews, or those actually accompanying a fighting force in the field, such as supply contractors and accredited war correspondents. It does not include those providing more distant support, such as civilian headquarters employees, or financial contributors.

The second issue is factual. U.S. forces captured only a small number of the detainees; most were turned over by Afghans or Pakistanis, often in exchange for generous bounties. Many were unaccompanied by any credible evidence that they were legitimately detainable under the law of war. Initially the government had little concern for such subtleties. Early on, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld proffered the conclusory description of the detainees as “among the most dangerous, best-trained, vicious killers on the face of the earth,” and many of his subordinates
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accepted it on face value.\footnote{402}{See, e.g., ERIK SAAR & VIVICA NOVAK, INSIDE THE WIRE 74 (2005).} Although Geneva III calls for tribunals to decide doubtful cases,\footnote{403}{Geneva III, supra note 26, art. 5.} no systematic effort was made to consider individual legal classifications until the Supreme Court held detainees had a statutory right to habeas corpus more than two years after detentions began.\footnote{404}{Rasul v. Bush, 542 U.S. 466, 466 (2004).} Only after the Supreme Court’s July 2004 \textit{Rasul} decision did the Administration announce[] that it had created “Combatant Status Review Tribunals,” or CSRTs, to determine whether the prisoners at Camp Delta were enemy combatants. Each tribunal would consist of three commissioned officers who would base their decision on information presented by the military and the prisoner. If he chose, the prisoner could testify before the panel. The panel’s decision would then be reviewed by a senior officer.\footnote{405}{MARGULIES, supra note 246, at 159.}

Despite widespread criticism, there is nothing inherently wrong with the CSRT structure; even Geneva III provides no detail as to tribunal operation. The Guantánamo process seems facially consistent with procedures of past “Article 5 tribunals” complying with that treaty.\footnote{406}{See DEPT OF DEF., COMBATANT STATUS REVIEW TRIBUNAL PROCESS AT GUANTANAMO 1-5 (2004), http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Jul2007/CSRT%20comparison%20-%20FINAL.pdf.} The real problem with the CSRTs and the periodic follow-up conducted by “Annual Review Boards”\footnote{407}{See DEPT OF DEF., GUANTANAMO DETAINEE PROCESSES (2007), http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Sep2005/d20050908process.pdf.} was the lack of good faith in obtaining all possible evidence to reach accurate status determinations and the reluctance to accept “unfavorable” decisions. Detainees frequently heard insufficient information about allegations against them to provide any meaningful rebuttal and had little opportunity to obtain favorable witnesses.\footnote{408}{See, e.g., MARCELO G. MARGULIES, supra note 246, at 163-69.} Intelligence officers assigned to collect information held by other agencies were denied
access to potentially exculpatory information. It was quickly apparent to personnel serving at Guantánamo that innocent persons were being detained, but the government refused to admit any mistakes, speciously identifying those it released as “[n]o [l]onger [e]nemy [c]ombatants.” Apparently, some of those held are fighters in conflicts not involving the United States. The law of war authorizes U.S. detention of WAQT adversaries but not, for example, Uighers fighting for independence from China, unless the United States is prepared to recognize such conflicts as wars, establish formal neutrality, and faithfully detain combatants from either side found on its territory. The magnitude of the classification issue is demonstrated by the fact that of 779 men and boys who have been held at Guantánamo, only 223 remained in U.S. custody by late September 2009 and 75 of those were approved for release pending efforts to find a place to send them. No matter how these facts are spun, it seems that many of those held at Guantánamo did not pose a serious threat to the United States and should never have been detained at all.

2. Conditions of Detention

Guantánamo’s facilities have evolved substantially from Camp X-ray’s original wire cages, described as being “more like an animal
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shelter in a bad neighborhood than a place to keep people.”

Reports in mid-2008 indicated that about fifty “highly compliant” detainees were in Camp 4, which permits detainee interaction in communal living facilities. The large majority of the detainees, however, were held in much more rigorous conditions in Camps 5 and 6, modeled after high security facilities, while a few “high-value” detainees were kept at a secretive Camp 7. Camp 6 consists of individual eight-by-ten foot cells in which detainees spent twenty-two hours a day, allowed out only for showers and exercise in “small wire cages.” It was said that these detainees could rarely even see one another, with communication limited to shouting through feeding slots. Camp 5 may be better in that detainees can shout to one another through their cell walls, but they apparently cannot see any sunlight from their cells and exercise periods might be after dark. Those viewing the detainees as hardened terrorists may discount these conditions as cause for concern since most are housed in new buildings modeled after civilian prisons in Indiana and Michigan. Detainees receive three culturally appropriate meals a day. Each has a copy of the Koran. Guards maintain respectful silence during Islam’s five daily prayer periods, and medical care is provided by the same practitioners who treat American service members. Detainees are offered at least two hours of outdoor recreation each day, double that allowed inmates, including convicted terrorists, at the “supermax” federal penitentiary in Florence, Colo.
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The problem, however, is that these detainees were never convicted of, or in most cases even charged with, anything. They were preventively detained under the law of war, and these conditions are a clear violation of international standards that the United States played a leading role in developing. U.S. leaders emphatically rejected the legality of the close confinement imposed on Americans held during the Revolution. A 1785 treaty with Prussia codified this view in language prohibiting prisoners of war from being “confined in dungeons, prisonships, nor prisons” but must instead be “disposed in cantonments, open & extensive enough for air & exercise, and lodged in barracks as roomly & good as are provided [for the detaining parties] own troops.” Although a bold step forward for the eighteenth century, these rules came to be taken as a firm requirement in all conflicts before the end of the nineteenth century. The Institute of International Law’s 1880 Oxford Manual on the Law of Land Warfare declared that “[t]he confinement of prisoners of war is not in the nature of a penalty for crime .... It is a temporary detention only, entirely without penal character.” After citing this language approvingly in his 1896 military law treatise, William Winthrop, “the ‘Blackstone of American military [justice,’]” explained that prisoners of war can be “confined in a building only when such confinement is indis-
pensible for their safe detention.”

The Hague Land Warfare Regulations expressly mainstream this requirement into the customary law of war. Article 5 declares that “[p]risoners of war may be subjected to internment in a city, fortress, camp, or [other] place” but requires that they shall be on “the same footing, with regard to food, bed, and clothing, as the troops of the Government which has captured them.”
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If the Third Geneva Convention does not apply to detainees as treaty law, then some of the obscure provisions, over which Alberto Gonzales provoked an uproar by describing as quaint,431 such as Article 60’s call for advance pay of eight French francs per month, may well be optional. But those who deride the extension of rights accorded by international law to Guantánamo detainees as “offensive” or “unjust”432 ignore the simple reality that these benefits are part and parcel of the legal authority to detain individuals preventively in the first place. According to the judgments of the U.S. WWII military tribunals, detaining POWs without access to sunlight is a violation of the customary law of war.433 If one desires to see “terrorists” confined in supermax cells rather than living in communal facilities with free access to library materials and meaningful recreation activities, they need only be tried and convicted of a recognized offense before a lawfully constituted court. No legitimate twenty-first century legal system permits punishment based on a unilateral executive declaration that an individual is a wrongdoer.

The Guantánamo approach of requiring detainees to earn their way up to accommodations roughly comporting with POW detention standards is also legally backwards. Detainees may be given punitive detention for up to thirty days for violating disciplinary rules434 or criminally tried for serious offenses committed in captivity.435 But they cannot be required to earn the treatment mandated by law.

The same basic criteria should apply to detention conditions if the detainees are classified as civilians. International law did not explicitly address civilians with much specificity prior to Geneva IV.436 The Hague Land Warfare Regulations, for example, which initially codified occupation law, have no specific provisions about detaining civilians. But Geneva IV commentary on civilian dete-
tion states that it is not punitive and cannot be based on prison
models, and the treaty’s prescriptions about camp conditions are
intended to conform with, or exceed, those specified for prisoners of
war.437

The open-ended nature of preventive detention under the law of
war has been a concern for many critics, particularly given efforts
to cast the current conflict as an ambiguous struggle against
unbounded “terror networks of global reach”438 or term it “the Long
War.”439 There is also concern that al Qaeda is such a loose coalition
that there may be no central authority that can surrender to
definitely end the conflict.

As a legal matter, these concerns should not be dispositive. No
one has ever known how long a conflict would last ex ante—the
Thirty Years and Hundred Years Wars were named only after the
fact. Under U.S. law, the political branches have the authority to
determine when a conflict ends,440 not the adversary. Past wars
legally ended when the Executive concluded a formal peace
agreement or declared the conflict at an end, not when the enemy
surrendered. As long as the administration is properly limited in
defining the conflict to the scope actually authorized by Congress,
there will be a time when hostilities against al Qaeda and the
Taliban are recognized as over, even if years or decades from now.

In the interim, international law does provide for individual
dangerousness determinations. Geneva IV is explicit with respect
to civilians.441 Although Bush administration supporters asserted
that the annual review it provided Guantánamo detainees is
unprecedented,442 it provides exactly half of what the law requires
for civilians.443 And it is incorrect to think that no nation does more.
Even while denying the applicability of Geneva IV to “the Occupied
Territories,”444 Israel’s statute authorizing preventive detention of
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“unlawful combatants” requires semiannual judicial review. Despite the “unlawful combatant” nomenclature, the law’s provisions, recently upheld by Israel’s Supreme Court, comply with Geneva IV’s requirements for treatment of civilians, including defining its applicability to persons not covered by Geneva III.

Individual dangerousness determinations are not as explicitly mandated for POWs. They may be inferred, however, from provisions like Geneva III’s call for the repatriation of prisoners “whose mental or physical fitness seems to have been gravely and permanently diminished” and optional repatriation of those “who have undergone a long period of captivity.” Since preventive detention is permitted solely to incapacitate members of the enemy from harming the detaining power, logic clearly dictates that any individual who no longer poses a credible threat should be released.

The largely forgotten historic practice of paroling prisoners of war remains a legal option, even in the Geneva era, that could be employed to potential U.S. advantage in the WAQT. This might be of little value in dealing with hardcore al Qaeda members, who presumably would resume hostile activities with little regard for a pledge extracted by western infidels. But violating a parole was historically considered a capital offense. If biometric data and DNA samples were collected before release, it should be a straightforward matter to convict any detainee found to have rejoined the fight for “breach of parole,” with no need to prove any separate substantive offense. This approach could reduce the risk of releasing...
less threatening individuals, such as David Hicks and Salim Hamdan, Osama bin Laden’s driver, particularly if the process included a formal oath administered by a Muslim cleric for additional deterrent effect.\footnote{Religious oaths were included as part of the paroles issued to Mexican soldiers by General Scott. \textit{Winthrop}, \textit{supra} note 428, at 795.}

Curiously, the United States took a partial step in this direction, asking, but apparently not insisting, that each detainee sign a “release agreement” stating, inter alia, that he would “not in any way affiliate himself with al Qaeda or its Taliban supporters.”\footnote{\textit{Fletcher et al.}, \textit{supra} note 424, at 59-60.} The agreement stated that failure to fulfill its promises could result in immediate detention “consistent with the law of armed conflict” but made no mention of liability to punitive sanctions.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Breach of parole is not one of the twenty-eight specific offenses made triable by the MCA nor is it included among the war crimes defined by the War Crimes Act of 1996.\footnote{\textit{See Military Commissions Act of 2006, 10 U.S.C. §§ 948a et seq. (2006); War Crimes Act of 1996, 18 U.S.C. § 2441 (2006).}}

\section*{D. Interrogation Under the Law of War}

The law of war confers tangible advantages over ordinary criminal law in the area of interrogation. Whether through deliberate security practices or the practical reality of being a low-tech organization functioning under austere conditions largely in primitive regions, al Qaeda seems relatively impervious to high-tech data collection. Despite offers of monetary rewards, human sources have not been forthcoming either,\footnote{Craig Whitlock, \textit{In Hunt for Bin Laden, a New Approach}, \textit{Wash. Post}, Sept. 10, 2008, at A1, \textit{available at} \url{http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09/09/AR2008090903404.html}.} placing a premium on obtaining information from captured members.

One reason that the Bush administration sought to avoid invocation of the Geneva Conventions was the belief that they would limit interrogation flexibility.\footnote{\textit{Sales, supra} note 248, at 37-38.} But, in reality, the most effective means of questioning prisoners are consistent with longstanding
law of war rules, which are codified by both the Geneva Conventions and almost certainly customary law. Geneva III mandates that

[n]o physical or mental torture, nor any other form of coercion, may be inflicted on prisoners of war to secure from them information .... Prisoners of war who refuse to answer may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed to unpleasant or disadvantageous treatment of any kind.\(^{459}\)

The same basic limitations are implied in Geneva IV’s provision that “[n]o physical or moral coercion shall be exercised against protected persons, in particular to obtain information from them or from third parties.”\(^{460}\) But neither Convention has any prohibitions on the length or subject matter of questioning, any suggestion that a detainee has a right to counsel or to terminate an interrogation, or any bar to providing incentives to cooperate that exceed the basic standard of care owed all POWs or civilian detainees. One of the Luftwaffe’s leading WWII interrogator’s successful tactics was to take captured allied fliers for a walk in the woods, sometimes including a meal at a local coffee shop.\(^{461}\) The tactic of plying detainees with hamburgers, reportedly used effectively at Guantánamo on David Hicks,\(^{462}\) would be perfectly legal as long as he was not deprived of regular meals to increase his vulnerability.

Both the allies and the Germans were able to establish highly effective interrogation centers during WWII that complied with these rules mandating noncoercive treatment. The American center built specifically for this purpose at Fort Hunt, Virginia placed detainees in two-person rooms based on the belief that useful information could be obtained by monitoring conversations between prisoners.\(^{463}\) The Germans elected to detain their interrogatees in isolation from one another to keep them from coordinating resis-
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tance.\textsuperscript{464} Today, the western democracies comprising the NATO alliance agree that even Geneva III allows for isolating captives to enhance the success of interrogations for at least a short period after capture.\textsuperscript{465} The governing NATO agreement provides no specific time limit that POWs can be held at special interrogation units but directs that it be "the minimum time consistent with the effective exploitation of the POW intelligence potential."\textsuperscript{466}

A variety of nuanced psychological techniques were employed by leading interrogators in past conflicts, such as persuading detainees that the information sought was already known. The common feature of these measures is that they center on rapport building, not coercion.\textsuperscript{467} Today, leading experts on interrogation concur with the historical perspective on the value of noncoercive interrogations, agreeing that coercion is counterproductive, leading to stiffened resolve and misinformation.\textsuperscript{468} Many of the techniques authorized for use by the U.S. Army's manual governing interrogation would be permissible even under the constitutional standards applied to regular U.S. domestic law enforcement.\textsuperscript{469}

It thus seems virtually incomprehensible that U.S. officials would adopt coercive practices for the "war on terror" based on those from the military’s Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape (SERE) training and the CIA's KUBARK Manual.\textsuperscript{470} As the military’s SERE manual points out, America’s enemies apply these techniques to our service personnel in violation of the law of war.\textsuperscript{471} And it does not
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require the Geneva Conventions to reach this result. The 1863
Lieber Code declared that “the modern law of war permits no longer
the use of any violence against prisoners in order to extort the
desired information, or to punish them for having given false
information.”\textsuperscript{472} The 1907 Hague Regulations extend this protection
to civilians, making it “forbidden to compel the inhabitants of an
occupied territory to furnish information concerning the army of the
other belligerent or concerning his means of defense.”\textsuperscript{473}

Furthermore, the techniques at issue were not developed to be
truth seeking but rather for exactly the opposite purpose. The
KUBARK techniques were those used by the Soviets to elicit false
confessions from political prisoners to justify their convictions in
Stalin’s “show trials.”\textsuperscript{474} The SERE program was intended to expose
American personnel considered most at risk of capture, such as
aircrew and special forces, to the techniques used by post-WWII
adversaries seeking false confessions or propaganda admissions.\textsuperscript{475}
As former Navy SEAL, SERE graduate, and Minnesota Governor,
Jesse Ventura colorfully declared to CNN’s Larry King, “you give me
a water board, Dick Cheney and one hour, and I’ll have him confess
to the Sharon Tate murders.”\textsuperscript{476} SERE debriefs revealed to the
students that the harsh treatments they were subjected to generally
stiffened the resolve to be unforthcoming but warned that they were
at much greater risk of revealing useful information during
noncoercive encounters.\textsuperscript{477}

The experiences of Americans subject to enemy mistreatment
bears this out. Despite a Code of Conduct strictly limiting U.S. per-
sonnel to providing only the required Geneva Convention informa-
tion, virtually no one could resist the coercive pressures to tell the
enemy what they wanted to hear, including false admissions of
wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{478} But few, if any, gave up any information of actual
intelligence value, instead fabricating fictional details to satisfy the
interrogators. Pressed for the names of fellow pilots, for example,
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John McCain instead offered the names of the Green Bay Packers’ offensive line. 479 Under more intense torture, he made a false confession to war crimes and recorded a tape broadcast for propaganda purposes. 480 Why would anyone think that al Qaeda members would be more truthful under coercion when the U.S. government insists that they were trained to resist interrogation? 481 Given the limited capabilities to verify detainee statements, U.S. national interests would be better served by obtaining a lesser quantity of accurate information volunteered by detainees than by inducing noncooperative detainees to make up a substantial volume of misinformation to stop harsh treatment. The torture of alleged al Qaeda operative Abu Zubaida, for example, reportedly resulted in his providing information that “sent hundreds of CIA and FBI investigators scurrying in pursuit of phantoms” and the expenditure of “millions of dollars chasing false alarms.” 482 Further, such detainee abuse has severely damaged American credibility, may ultimately render some detainees effectively untriable, and could even subject American personnel to war crimes prosecution.

E. Trial

The Guantánamo military commissions have generated tremendous controversy since President Bush first authorized their use in November 2001, largely because they were intended to take deliberate shortcuts from the procedural due process provided by civilian courts and courts-martial. 483 The MCA enacted in 2006 improved the tribunal’s basic fairness and arguably resolved the domestic legal issues underlying the Supreme Court’s 2006 Hamdan decision, 484 but it still left substantial grounds for criticism. 485 Although President Obama suspended these trials upon assuming
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office, he subsequently announced they could be used for prosecution of law of war violations. Although the President unilaterally directed some additional improvements to the commission process, and Congress made further enhancements in the Military Commissions Act of 2009 (MCA 2009), which serves as a complete replacement for the 2006 MCA, significant flaws remain.

Like many aspects of the “war on terror,” fundamental elements of the commission process still lack essential definition or remain problematic under international law, including whether the commissions can validly exercise personal and subject matter jurisdiction in their intended role. First, it is questionable whether military commissions can properly exercise personal jurisdiction over any detainees when they depart from national due process standards and exclude all U.S. citizens from their jurisdiction. This issue is complicated by the concurrent U.S. failure to clearly locate the detainees in any recognized law of war category. If the detainees are held to be combatants, for example, Geneva III, and quite likely contemporary customary international law, limits their trials to the same courts as the detaining nation’s own service personnel, which would bar the use of these commissions. Courts-martial would be the preferred forum, although federal courts could try violations of the War Crimes Act. If, on the other hand the detainees are “unlawful combatants,” then their lack of combatant immunity should call for trial in domestic courts under the full scope of domestic U.S. criminal law, not ad hoc military tribunals applying reduced due process standards. The same is logically true if the detainees are considered civilians; lacking combatant immunity, they also should be prosecuted in ordinary criminal courts.
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There are also real questions about the commissions’ subject matter jurisdiction over most of the offenses that have been charged to date. There is no known precedent, for example, for considering the provision of material support to terrorism to constitute a law of war violation, but there is substantial precedent holding that inchoate offenses such as conspiracy are not war crimes.\textsuperscript{495} Overall, those responsible for implementing the commission process have shown little concern for legal coherency. Omar Khadr, for example, is charged with spying even while his charge sheet recites a chronology of events that constitutes a prima facie bar to prosecution for that offense.\textsuperscript{496}

Even if the jurisdictional hurdles are met, procedural due process concerns remain. The MCA 2009 has resolved most previous concerns about the use of statements coerced from defendants by instituting a voluntariness standard,\textsuperscript{497} which is consistent with both civilian and U.S. military law, as well as pre-WWII military commission practice.\textsuperscript{498} But the continued admissibility of hearsay creates real concern that the government might circumvent MCA 2009’s prohibitions on admission of evidence obtained by torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment\textsuperscript{499} by depriving the defense of the opportunity to question the declarant about the circumstances surrounding his statement.

Although the rules imply the judge will be the gatekeeper against tainted evidence, in reality an adversarial system puts a de facto burden on the defendant to show that statements resulted from unlawful treatment, even though the government holds all the information necessary to do so. The commissions’ discovery rules remain heavily biased against the defendant, with one prosecutor, the fifth overall to do so, resigning in late 2008 because exculpatory evidence was being withheld from the defense.\textsuperscript{500} A sixth prosecutor
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refused to try a case because the key evidence against the defendant was a group of statements obtained under what the prosecutor determined had been unlawful coercion.\textsuperscript{501} What prosecutor is going to seek the admission of evidence and then inform the judge that this evidence cannot lawfully be heard?

The procedural problems with the commissions are likely to result in an objective finding that they violate international law. Even if the Bush administration was correct that “war on terror” detainees fall outside other recognized law of war categories, they would fall within the protections of the catch-all Protocol I Article 75, which U.S. officials have previously acknowledged as declaratory of customary international law.\textsuperscript{502} Article 75 provides “fundamental guarantees” for persons “in the power of a Party to the conflict ... who do not benefit from more favourable treatment” under specific protections enumerated elsewhere in IHL.\textsuperscript{503} Among Article 75’s provisions calling into question the military commission’s legitimacy are prohibitions on ex post facto law, a requirement for the defense to have the same access to witnesses as the government enjoys, and categorical bans on not only torture but also on “humiliating and degrading” treatment.\textsuperscript{504} This last provision provides additional support for concluding that President Obama’s admissibility bar based on inhuman, cruel, and degrading treatment is too low.

Although largely overlooked in public discussion to date, a fairly substantial body of post-WWII war crime jurisprudence clearly establishes denial of a fair trial as a war crime, with cases addressing trials of both POWs and civilians who had no claim to lawful combatant status.\textsuperscript{505} Trials of both German and Japanese officials clearly rejected compliance with national law as a defense against failure to provide treatment meeting international legal mandates.\textsuperscript{506} The unhappy U.S. experience with the Malmédy trial, in
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which German soldiers were convicted of massacring captured Americans, demonstrates how use of coerced testimony can eventually result in public concerns about the unfair trial outweighing the desire to see retribution against even perpetrators of a serious outrage. 507

Continued use of the Guantánamo commissions seems certain to further undermine the credibility of the U.S. government’s commitment to the rule of law. It is likely to both provide negative publicity helpful to the nation’s adversaries and further dissipate international legal cooperation in the conflict.

V. THE WAY FORWARD

President Obama has committed the United States to putting the excesses of the Bush administration’s counterterrorism policies behind it, but he has elected to continue the application of measures authorized by the law of war in the fight against al Qaeda. In order to place this effort on sound legal footing, it is necessary to locate detainees within a recognized legal classification, establish credible procedures to ensure that only those legitimately detainable are held both now and in the future, and conform detention, interrogation, and trial standards to international legal mandates. This requires much more effort than simply closing Guantánamo—it is not the location but rather the unlawful conduct that took place there that is the real issue.

Indeed Guantánamo is probably the ideal location for holding WAQT detainees. Access is exclusively controlled by the U.S. government, and the base is secure and free of curiosity seekers. It is in the same time zone as and just three hours flying time from Washington, D.C., and any litigation can be conveniently limited to courts in the national capital since Cuba is outside the territorial jurisdiction of any state or other federal circuit. Unfortunately, Guantánamo was selected for the wrong reason—avoiding any judicial oversight. 508 This fact, combined with a steady stream of
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public relations disasters, from the first images of blindfolded detainees in orange jumpsuits kneeling in wire cages to leaked details of abusive interrogations and questionable detention decisions, may well render Guantánamo’s continued use politically untenable.509 Although President Obama has ordered its ultimate closure,510 virtually all alternatives proposed to date have practical or legal flaws.

Proposals to move detainees to continental U.S. facilities such as the military prison at Fort Leavenworth511 fail to address the fundamental issue of detention conditions and actually make the violation more flagrant by placing preventive detainees in an actual prison. Solutions proposed by several nongovernmental organizations involve keeping only those who will actually be tried in U.S. custody, with all others to be either released or transferred to third countries.512 This sounds appealing but can only work if all those who pose actual threats can be tried in the United States. If the U.S. lacks admissible evidence necessary to convict a detainee, there is little reason to believe he can be fairly prosecuted abroad. Unlike the United States, countries not actually attacked lack the belligerent’s right of preventive detention. So transfer only makes sense when the detainee is held essentially in error. In other words, transfer is synonymous with release, except in the rare case in which credible evidence supports the detainee’s conviction for a crime punishable by a third country not also prosecutable by the United States. Otherwise, transfers would be transparent efforts to circumvent law by having another nation engage in egregious conduct on behalf of the United States. Defense Secretary Robert Gates estimated in Spring 2009 that there would likely be fifty to one hundred detainees who cannot be fairly convicted anywhere yet pose significant danger to the United States and therefore should be
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preventively detained. But this should be done in full compliance with the law of war. Bringing U.S. conduct within the law requires several actions, most of which fall within a realistic assessment of the President’s Commander in Chief authority.

A. Classifying the Enemy

The first step is to explicitly locate the WAQT detainees within a recognized law of war category, either as combatants or civilians. This is a prerequisite for determining when force can be used against them, establishing detention review requirements, and defining the scope of permissible criminal jurisdiction. If they are broadly categorized as combatants, the United States is still free to evaluate units and individual detainees as being “unlawful combatants” entitled to treatment equivalent to POWs but denied combatant immunity and liable to ordinary criminal trial. Air Force JAGs reportedly recommended this approach in September 2001. Both the courts and Congress would likely defer to a good faith Executive determination on how detainees should be categorized if their subsequent treatment conformed to the applicable standards. Given that this approach offers the greatest flexibility in targeting, detention, and trial, this seems to offer substantial practical advantages over treating al Qaeda members as civilians unlawfully participating in hostilities.

B. Determining Who Can Be Held

The second step is to implement a credible process for making detention decisions given the absence of the uniforms and identification cards relied upon in “conventional” conflicts. While the Obama administration has established a high-level interagency process to perform a comprehensive one-time review of the status of current detainees, it is appropriate to consider how a more systematic
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approach could be institutionalized to deal with future captures. Under the law of war, such decisions traditionally are made by tribunals comprised of military officers.\(^{517}\) The fundamental flaw with the CSRT process has been a demonstrated bias in favor of decisions to continue to detain, including lack of a good faith effort to provide exculpatory evidence, and even directed “do-overs” in some cases where hearing panels voted for release.\(^{518}\) But Hamdan’s military commission verdict, including acquittal of some charges and sentence to less than six months additional confinement, shows that military officers are quite capable of reaching objective judgments about the detainees’ culpability and dangerousness.\(^{519}\)

Most lawyers critical of the current CSRT’s process have proposed a more adversarial system, including assigning counsel to represent each detainee and having judges serve as the decision makers.\(^{520}\) Based on my own military experience, I believe that a nonadversarial proceeding conducted primarily by line officers that resembles the nonjudicial punishment process specified by Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) Article 15\(^{521}\) would be a better means of reaching accurate decisions. Officers assigned to these tribunals would almost certainly have substantial experience with Article 15 hearings and this approach would be generally consistent with past U.S. implementation of the Article 5 tribunals called for by Geneva III in cases of doubt about a detainee’s legal classification.\(^{522}\)

The single most important improvement to the current CSRT process would simply be a clarification to all participants that U.S. national interest is best served by an accurate determination, not a decision to detain. Releasing terrorist-affiliated individuals poses the risk of their rejoining hostilities, but detaining innocents only further alienates world populations and will result in additional
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financial support and recruiting successes for al Qaeda. As a practical matter, restoring procedural credibility calls for a new governing directive and tribunal nomenclature. If the detainees are classified as “civilians,” then the periodic review needs to be semiannual.

I recommend the following specific enhancements:

(1) The governing directive should explicitly identify the desired outcome to be an accurate decision about the liability of the detainee to continued detention via a nonadversarial fact-finding proceeding.

(2) The tribunals should consist of at least three officers who have had command at the O-5 (Lieutenant Colonel/Commander) level or above and are already retirement eligible. Preference should be given to those who have significant experience imposing nonjudicial punishment through the Article 15 process\(^\text{523}\) and who have been involved in formal fact-finding, such as aircraft accident investigations, boards of inquiry, or Judge Advocate General’s Manual investigations. Panel members should be cleared for access to Special Compartmented Intelligence information.

(3) Each detainee should have a personal representative possessing qualifications and rank equivalent to tribunal members. This individual’s role should be to aid the detainee in identifying and obtaining any relevant information that would assist the tribunal in reaching an accurate determination. If the detainee already has a lawyer, that lawyer should assist in the process as well. Because the tribunals’ goal is to reach an accurate determination, however, a primary representative who would be ethically obligated to advocate for his client rather than seek truth is not desirable for this purpose.

(4) Another officer of equivalent rank but with substantial intelligence experience should be assigned to collect and present to the tribunal all information held by the government relevant to establishing the liability vel non of the detainee to continued detention. To achieve this, the President should issue an Executive Order directing all federal agencies to provide any relevant information they hold or have knowledge of, regardless of classification, to facilitate accurate decision making. While President Obama
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has incorporated this provision into his order directing review of the current detainees, it would need to be explicitly extended to cover any additional persons detained in the future. A responsible senior official from each government agency that could have relevant information about detainees should be required to certify that the agency has conducted a thorough search of its records and provided all information held.

(5) To foster public credibility in the process, panel sessions should be open to representatives of the media, nongovernmental organizations such as the ICRC, and watchdog groups like Human Rights First and Amnesty International, except for those limited periods, if any, when legitimately classified information is actually being discussed.

(6) Detainees should have the right to meet with consular representatives from their country of citizenship and/or residence in preparation for their tribunals and to have these representatives present during unclassified sessions. This participation should help convince the world public of the tribunals’ objectivity and provide a vehicle by which additional relevant evidence might be obtained.

(7) Tribunals should be chaired by the senior member with sessions focused on fact-finding by the panel rather than adversarial presentation of evidence and arguments by government and detainee representatives. Each panel member must have equal opportunity to ask all the questions he or she desires, and the panel should be free to request any additional information it considers relevant. It should be able to summon additional witnesses and to reconvene as often as necessary to hear them or pose follow-up questions that arise in the course of its investigation or deliberations.

(8) The panel should have three options for its initial determination, employing the “preponderance of the evidence” standard used in military nonjudicial punishment:

(a) the detainee is validly subject to preventive detention under the law of war;

(b) the detainee is not validly subject to preventive detention and should be released; or,

(c) the available evidence is insufficient to reach a clear decision.

If detainees are classified as combatants, then the panel should make a further determination as to whether they are lawful combatants entitled to immunity from domestic prosecution or unlawful combatants properly denied that immunity. The panel should make a further recommendation as to whether release on parole is an acceptable risk.

(9) If the tribunal determines that the available evidence is insufficient to reach a clear decision, it should allow a period of forty-five to sixty days for additional evidence gathering. A rehearing then should be held with a presumption in favor of release unless the panel finds that a preponderance of the evidence now supports finding the detainee validly subject to preventive detention.

(10) Individuals found to be detainable should receive periodic reviews to verify that they continue to pose a threat. The procedure should be essentially the same as that of the original hearings, with the detainee given the opportunity to present any newly available evidence challenging the original detention decision. The panel should have four decision options:

(a) the detainee poses a continuing threat and should remain in detention;

(b) the detainee poses a continuing threat but parole is now an acceptable risk;

(c) the detainee no longer poses a sufficient threat to justify detention; or,

(d) new evidence calls for reversing the original detention decision.

These reviews must be conducted at least every six months if the government adopts the civilian classification. There is no specific timing required for detainees classified as combatants, but an annual assessment seems reasonable given that this should not end up being a very large population.

C. Conforming Detention Conditions to International Standards

Criticism of Guantánamo to date has focused more on questions of who is being held and interrogation procedures than detention
conditions. But confinement conditions will inevitably become a larger issue as the population is reduced to those to be held indefinitely. Of the current facilities, only the “medium security” Camp 4 seems even close to complying with customary international law standards for preventive detention of either combatants or civilians.525

Despite Guantánamo’s advantages, President Obama’s direction to close it dictates an impending requirement to move the detainees elsewhere. This requires selection of a suitable location in the United States and construction of secure facilities complying with lawful standards. Congressional appropriations will likely be needed. Given legitimate security concerns and the “not in my backyard” views reflected in the Senate’s resolution that “detainees housed at Guantánamo Bay ... should not be transferred stateside into facilities in American communities and neighborhoods,”526 a remote location on a large military base seems essential. There are many potential choices, such as the Army’s White Sands Missile Range527 or the Naval Air Weapons Station at China Lake.528 Or perhaps the secretive Air Force facility at Groom Lake, Nevada, better known as Area 51,529 would be a fitting place for holding dangerous aliens.

Legally, the important issue will be to pattern the primary detention facility on the required “camp” vice “prison” model, with actual cells only for disciplinary punishment and pretrial or postconviction confinement.530 A facility within the United States places a premium on clarifying the precise legal regime under which the detainees are held. Since habeas venue traditionally lies both
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where an individual is confined and where officials ordering the detention can be found, a U.S. site will expand the number of judges involved. Without an agreed legal basis for the detentions, habeas petitions will result in disparate rulings and potentially circuit splits, further clouding the detainees’ legal status.

**D. Interrogation Standards**

Despite the government’s assertion that detainees revealed several plots under coercive interrogation, a growing body of public information calls this into question. In any event, it is probable that more helpful information still would have been obtained through the noncoercive approaches favored by virtually all experienced interrogation professionals. Any value gained from coercive means must also be balanced against the harm to America’s reputation, concomitant loss of moral authority in addressing problematic foreign actions, reduced cooperation in the WAQT, and lost prosecution opportunities.

Although President Bush vetoed a statute limiting the CIA to the standards set for the Army, coercive interrogations violate the law of war and any Americans who engage in these practices can be prosecuted internationally even if not domestically. The President has indisputable authority to order U.S. employees to act in accordance with the law and so President Obama’s direction that the CIA comply with the Army’s interrogation field manual is an important step forward. There are, however, concerns that some field manual techniques may still exceed limits established by the law of war (particularly as the manual was rewritten during the
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Bush administration, so an independent review, and possible re-write, is clearly in order.

If questioning is conducted for the legitimate purpose of gathering actionable intelligence for use in the WAQT and complies strictly with procedures permitted by the law of war, it is quite likely that any resulting information would be admissible even in regular federal courts. Since the *Miranda* standard is explicitly applicable only to situations of custodial questioning for law enforcement purposes, information resulting from legitimate intelligence interrogation should have to meet only constitutional voluntariness standards. Current jurisprudence allows law enforcement personnel to use a wide range of psychological ploys without rendering confessions involuntary. Limiting interrogations to lawful techniques is thus likely to allow the use of any resulting statements in criminal prosecutions in addition to the other practical benefits from law of war compliance.

### E. Conducting Fair Trials Meeting International Standards

Preventive detention of al Qaeda personnel should be lawful until the earlier of the time that they no longer pose an individual threat or the WAQT reaches an end. Nevertheless, detention based on a criminal conviction and sentence should be preferable for several reasons. First, “hard-core” individuals might remain willing to use violence against U.S. interests even after al Qaeda has ceased to exist as a recognizable entity or pose a credible threat. The sentence of a detainee convicted during an armed conflict is unaffected by the end of hostilities, so trial for serious offenses can provide more reliable long-term incapacitation than mere preventive detention. Many Americans consider detainee living conditions mandated by the law of war too good for terrorists and strongly prefer actual
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imprisonment.\textsuperscript{542} A guilty verdict also attaches substantial moral culpability to the detainee and may help bring closure to victims of terrorist violence.

Conviction following a criminal trial meeting internationally recognized standards of justice should result in the widest possible acceptance of the validity of any detainee's continued detention. Criminal trials applying standard American constitutional criminal procedure standards should thus be employed whenever adequate admissible evidence exists to support a good faith conviction. Federal trials not only enjoy the greatest legitimacy, but they also allow application of the broadest scope of possible charges, including specialized offenses such as providing material support to terrorism and the full range of inchoate offenses recognized under Anglo-American law.\textsuperscript{543} Detainees classified as either civilians or unlawful combatants are subject to prosecution under the full scope of U.S. domestic criminal law, whereas those classified as lawful combatants should at least be subject to trial for violations of the War Crimes Act.\textsuperscript{544}

For those cases involving either offenses committed in captivity that are properly triable under the UCMJ, or any violations of the law of war that fall outside the scope of crimes triable under the War Crimes Act, trial by regularly convened general courts-martial should be used.\textsuperscript{545} Contrary to frequent public assertions by officials who really should know better,\textsuperscript{546} American military justice is no longer the “gold standard.” A number of democracies have abolished separate military trials entirely,\textsuperscript{547} whereas other heirs of the
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British military justice system, the U.K. and Canada, have had to eliminate the multiple roles still allowed the convening authority under U.S. practice. Nevertheless, the fact that trials under national military justice are specifically authorized by Geneva III should effectively mute criticism of detainee trials by actual courts-martial. But the fact that U.S. military justice no longer measures up to the standards of other leading democracies highlights the desirability of trials by actual federal courts whenever possible.

Although the MCA 2009 authorizes the President to try suspected terrorists before military commissions, nothing in the statute requires him to do so. While their early history shows that military commissions can be used to provide “full and fair” trials, the history of their use in the “war on terror” is irreparably flawed, and they should be abandoned. The Executive Branch has all the authority necessary to try any person over whom statutory jurisdiction can be obtained, either by regular Article III courts or courts-martial.

F. Habeas Corpus

One of the ways the so-called “war on terror” is perceived to differ from past conflicts is the amount of judicial involvement. The Supreme Court has thrice upheld federal court review of Guantánamo detentions. In its 2004 Rasul decision, handed down after the abuse at Abu Ghraib came to light, the justices held that Guantánamo detainees were entitled to pursue statutory habeas claims. The Bush administration responded by creating the CSRTs in an effort to provide an adequate habeas substitute while Congress included language in the Detainee Treatment Act (DTA) of 2005 purporting to foreclose habeas review. The Supreme Court responded with its 2006 Hamdan decision, holding that the DTA did not terminate cases already pending as it overturned the military
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commission process as it stood at the time. The administration returned to Congress again, this time getting statutory authorization to continue the commissions and more explicit habeas jurisdiction stripping in the MCA. After receiving a declaration about how flawed the CSRT process was from a U.S. military insider, the Court ended the seesaw duel with the President and Congress by holding that Guantánamo fell within the scope of constitutional habeas entitlement in Boumediene v. Bush. Unfortunately, Boumediene provided no clear guidance as to what substantive rules were to be used to judge the validity of Guantánamo detentions. Nevertheless, after years of litigation, the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia finally began reaching the merits of individual detainee cases late in the fall of 2008. By early September 2009, federal judges had ordered the release of thirty Guantánamo detainees, while upholding the continued detention of eight others.

Although this habeas review has been criticized, federal judicial involvement in war is nothing new. From the start of George Washington's administration through 1918, the Supreme Court alone decided more than 190 cases arising from prize claims following wartime captures at sea. While many of these cases involved acts by private armed vessels acting under letters of marque, a substantial number passed judgment on the conduct of actual naval officers. Even more importantly, a number of these cases ruled upon core aspects of executive authority in time of war, including such seminal decisions as Bas v. Tingy, considering congressionally imposed limits on U.S. conduct of the quasi-war with France, and the Prize Cases, upholding President Lincoln's authority to invoke law of war authority during the Civil War.
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The Court also upheld the personal liability of Army officers for civilian property damage ashore resulting from their exceeding lawful authority.\(^{561}\) It would be odd if property rights provided a sufficient foundation for justiciable wartime cases but liberty interests did not.

There have, in fact, been a few habeas cases brought by aliens during past U.S. wars, including several well-known examples that reached the Supreme Court. These include what are probably the two cases most frequently cited by proponents of the Bush administration’s conduct, *Ex parte Quirin*\(^{562}\) and *Johnson v. Eisentrager*.\(^{563}\)

Aside from claims that hearing habeas cases represents unwarranted judicial interference with the President’s prerogatives as Commander in Chief, other objections are that such cases will interfere with military operations and that they could flood U.S. courts with litigation.\(^{564}\) The latter claim seems wholly overblown with respect to Guantánamo detainees given that less than 250 persons remain in custody while the federal court system currently entertains more than 21,000 habeas petitions a year.\(^{565}\) It seems more credible in postulated future large-scale conventional conflicts; more than 425,000 Germans and Italians were held as POWs in the continental United States during World War II.\(^{566}\) But even if the United States was involved in another conflict of similar magnitude, the potential habeas problem is greatly overstated. Correctly classifying detainees in a conventional conflict is generally straightforward, and so habeas challenges by the vast majority of detainees would be clearly frivolous. These cases could be readily discouraged by sanctioning any attorneys involved under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Moreover, future POWs generally would have little incentive to contest their status. To do so, they would have to declare formally before U.S. courts that they were not combatants, which should then estop them from claiming combatant immunity.

---
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in any future prosecution. Accordingly, detainees who had participated in hostilities would not be likely to contest their POW status because doing so would be an admission of liability to prosecution under ordinary criminal law for any act of violence they had committed.

In any event, the degree of judicial involvement in the “war on terror” should also be recognized as the result of a unique set of circumstances in which the Executive has sought actively to avoid any meaningful checks on its authority and has failed to ground its conduct on a coherent legal foundation. One can safely assume that federal judges would generally prefer to leave wartime detention decisions to the military and President. The real solution is for the government to adopt a legally sound course of conduct in dealing with its adversaries and to conduct serious good faith efforts to classify detainable individuals using a credible evidentiary basis. If this is done, military detention decisions would almost certainly receive a highly deferential standard of review, and habeas challenges would pose minimal interference with the conduct of the war. There is thus no need to proscribe these challenges; indeed it is probably unlawful to do so. The 1907 Hague Regulations declare that “it is particularly forbidden ... [t]o declare extinguished, suspended, or barred the rights and chooses in actions of the nationals of the adversaries.” Although the Regulations in toto have had status as customary international law since WWII, this commonly overlooked provision is found in Article 23. That is of particular significance because the War Crimes Act of 1996 makes any violation of that article a federal offense. Therefore, the best way to deal with habeas concerns is simply to ensure that preventive detention is squarely grounded in the law of war so that federal judges have no cause to interfere with executive conduct.

CONCLUSION

The 9/11 attacks demonstrated the destruction possible by men setting out with nothing more lethal than box cutters, while the
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Tokyo subway attacks proved that terrorists can acquire and use weapons of mass destruction. Today the bipartisan Partnership for a Secure America assesses that there is a very real threat “of a new, major terrorist attack on the United States” with the prospect of “[a] nuclear, chemical or biological weapon in the hands of terrorists ... the single greatest threat to our nation.”  

Government officials therefore must take the continuing al Qaeda threat extremely seriously.

The war paradigm provides useful tools that can aid in this effort, although actual military force can only play a small part in a struggle requiring “an effective grand strategy ... balancing positive and negative forms of power.”  

Admiral Michael Mullen, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, recently admitted that “[w]e can’t kill our way to victory,” acknowledging the need for involvement by civilian officials and the international community, including experts in agriculture, education, commerce, and jurisprudence, if the United States is to succeed in its fight against al Qaeda and the Taliban.  

Growing opposition to unilateral U.S. military operations in Pakistan highlights the practical limitations on the use of force against a nonstate adversary with no national territory. Ultimately, the greatest advantage provided by the law of war may be preventive detention authority rather than use of military force per se.

Terrorists operating outside the law have the key advantage of choosing the location, means, and moment of their attack. U.S. leaders should therefore seek offsetting advantages wherever they can be found, particularly in law. There is no reason to confine counterterrorism to the bounds of either criminal law or the law of war alone when tools from both can be synergistically combined to best advantage. Al Qaeda breached the threshold of armed attack on 9/11, and it would be foolish to surrender unilaterally the opportunity to employ elements of the armed conflict paradigm in response. But it is even more foolish to use force lawlessly, impair-
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ing international cooperation and creating a backlash generating increased support for the adversary. Like all human beings, captured terrorists have the right to be treated in accordance with law. But it can and should be our choice as to which law that is.

Legitimate application of the law of war requires abandoning the nonsensical “war on terror” approach in favor of the serious identification of the adversary in terms of defined political groups, in this case al Qaeda and the Taliban. The ambiguous and overbroad “enemy combatant” nomenclature must be replaced by the application of a legally grounded classification for the adversary, from which legal rules governing killing, detaining, and trying logically flow. While the Obama administration is helpfully moving away from this terminology, there is still much work to do in putting the conflict on sound legal ground. Even if it is not mandatory, treating enemy fighters as combatants under the provisions of Geneva III and Protocol I, including the authority from the latter to deny combatant immunity and try them under ordinary criminal law for failure to distinguish themselves from the civilian population, seems to serve U.S. purposes best. Although the United States presumably can do this now by simply declaring that it accepts Protocol I as customary international law more broadly than it has in the past, it should go ahead and ratify the treaty to place itself on the strongest legal ground and to facilitate future military interoperability with allies who are virtually all treaty parties.

Faithful application of law of war rules to the WAQT can also help ensure the long-term preservation of American freedoms. If the only options are a regular criminal trial or release, courts will be placed on the horns of a dilemma, having to choose between letting dangerous individuals walk or departing from accepted judicial standards and allowing convictions based on evidence tainted by coercion. Even if constitutional, proposed “special” courts or a new preventative detention regime starts down a slippery slope of unprincipled departures from existing legal rules on the basis of expediency. Preventive detention in conformance with the law of war ultimately protects liberty by avoiding the need to corrupt the judicial system or create new rules that could become hard to cabin in the future.
For eight years the “war” on terror has been treated as falling outside the express mandates of any legal regime. But as the Supreme Court of Israel held:

The saying “when the cannons roar, the muses are silent” is well known. A similar idea was expressed by Cicero, who said: “during war, the laws are silent” .... Those sayings are regrettable .... Every struggle of the state—against terrorism or any other enemy—is conducted according to rules and law.... There are no “black holes.”

America should recognize this truth as well and place the conduct of the WAQT on sound legal ground.